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The four three-hour lectures consisted of a formal 
lecture of approximately one hour's duration with the 
remainder of the time being devoted to discussion. A 
number of the questions raised~with their answers, are 
presented herein. · 

The article written by Professor G.W. Snedecor was 
n~t discussed in the lectures but is included because it 
is considered to be an excellent introduction to a dis
cussion on the design of experiments. Also9 the procedure 
for testing ranked means by Tukey's method was not pre
sented in the lectures but is included in the present 
write~up because several of the questions discussed were 
related to this subject. Additional material on the latin 
s~uare design and the factorial experiment was given but 
these discussions were not included in the present manu-

• script. 
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DESIGNS FOR RESEARCH AND OBSERVATIONAL EXPERIMENTS - -·~ ----- -·~ 

• Chapter I. 

• 

INTRODUCTION 
by 

Walter T. Federer 

Facts concerning the design of experiments are scattered 

throughout statistical literature. No single text suffices ~ntirely 

for a course in experimental design. Leonard and Clark (1939), 

Goulden (1939)9and Love (19369 1943)9have written texts which are 

suitable for students of agronomy. The above ~e references are 

excellent for their discussions on experimental techniques and pro

cedures. Fisher's (1942) "The Design of Experiments" is suitable 

as a reference for research workers who have mastered the elementary 

statistical methods and is more advanced than desired for students 

learning the elements of experimental design. Cochran and Cox 

(unpublished) have planned·to write a book on experimental designs 

but as far as known little or nothing will be included on the 

estimation and use of variance components. Therefore 9 in an attempt 

to fill this need and to give the elementary mathematical theory on 

experimental designs 9 the present manuscript has been vJri tten. 

The student will need to understand basic statistical methods 

as illustrated and explained by Professors G,W. Snedecor 911 Statisti.cal 

Hethods"9 1946, and R.A. Fisher9 "Statistical Hethods for Research 

Workers" 9 1944. The latter reference is some\\rhat more advanced in 

some sections than is required for an understanding of the present 

dissertation on experimental designs~ For the full comprehension 

of the mathematical theory underlying the analysis of various 

designs9 the student would need to have mastered the principles of 

calculus and matrix algebra. However, an attempt \vas made to write 
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~ the text in such a fashion that the student may be able to grasp the 

• 

• 

essential ideas concerning the mathematical theory with only a good 

basic understanding of college algebra. Occasionallys some concepts 

of calculus and matrix algebra may creep in but in these cases the 

explanation "~Jill be given. The less advanced students should con

centrate on the first part of the chapters~ confining themselves t< ... 

learning the "hov1" rather than the "why" of designing experiments 

for research or observational work. 

At this point an explanation should be given concerning the 

terms "Research Experiments" and "Observational Experiments". But 

first of all it is necessary to define i'lha t is meant by 1he term 

"research". In the broad sense 9 research is the collection and 

analysis of data. As is well-knovm 9 there are many degrees of re

search. The scale runs all the "111ay from doing something absolutely 

new dm·m to the "rofinding" of lvellknovm and vrell established facts. 

The upper part of the scale might be termed research vlhile the lovmr 

end~ the refinding of vTellknown facts~ might be termed "re-search",. 

The scale in between has no clear-cut division but perhaps some 

experimental facts are desired and may be Cbtained by people ·uho ha'TD 

not had the training required for carrying out tho moro tec:lmic2.:::.. 

phases of research problems. "Reflective thinking" and hiGtoric~..:. 

studies should not (unfortunately they are by some groups) ·oe te::-r:.uG. 

research unless the results are used to bring out new ideas and 

facts. In addition9 to be of most value tho results of a rosearc~ 

study need to be put i:1 a form that is e.vailable to others.. Expol':i ~ 

mentation for personal satisfaction alone is useless to the advance 

of science and as one able administrator once put it: 11 0ne could 

not imagine a greater fools 1 paradise than to merely experiment i11. 
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•- vThatever direction the mind might wander 9 with ltttle heed paid to 

and no deductions made concerning the results obtained." 

The term "research experiment" may be applied to a study 

investigating new ideas or facts. The exercisable degree of cc::: .. ~~l 

on experimental conditions by the experimenter is quite adequat·: 

~nd is almost complete in some cases. The external factors 

affecting the character under observation may either be controlled 

or eliminated, i.e. they are held constant while the character 

under observation is allowed to vary. In some more complex rese~r~ 

experiments tvTO or more ch':l.racters are alloued to vary -...-rhile other 

factors that may affect the experimental results are kept constant. 

Of course~ it is impossible to control all external fr,ctors m.d in 

practice the main ones are controlled and the factors with lesser 

• effects are allm.Jed to vary. 

• 

On the other hand9 the experimenter may have little or no con

trol oyer the influential external factors e.nd he may have to choose 

a range of the character that appears in the population unC:..er sur

veillance. Also he may knm;r9 in general, the expectea ::~8slats c:~ 

the_ experiment but wishes to obtain some mec:.sure of the ;~'Lr:.ract -~:r 

under observation. In this case the t!Xperimenter may cr~·.:..::·se sc·c< 

experimental layout or design from th3 follm.ving chapts:::-::i rn· Sr"). 'h 

other source 11llich may be the same dc:.::;i;sn a::> 'th3. c for -~he C<'"-~>8a~~, :Y 

experiment., Since the; degree of cor1t:':'ol c:er e:'~perimenta~~- conct::_ .. 

tions is limited and since the range 'Jf the charc>.cter may be fi:--<t:! 

in the population 9 it is .::;-,_,.gges-':;~d ti:F;t thic~ type of stud~r b·2 

~alled an observa tionc.tl e ·:-::perime!!t il"J cont·=·J.cl.i.3tinction tJ 'the ::. 1'.·-

search experiment which may include fl. range of the character lcL.t;,e:r 

than present in the population o..nd is subject to a high degree u:· 
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control• Of course the argument over the division line between the 

two types of experiments boils down to an argument similar to the 

pros and cons over "What is truth?" Regardless of the terms used 

to designate the variou:-:. experiments, the experimental designs or 

the field or laboratory layout will be the same. Therefore9 th5.r 

manuscript \vill be confined to a discussion of the various expGr~", 

mental designs with regard to the choice of the experimental ma tG't ·~:..'; 

size, shape ,and number of the individual units; the nur.aber of reps·c;i,~ 

tions; construction 9 randomization? field or laboratory lay-out9Qrld 

statistical analysis; the choice of appropriate exper5 .. menr.nl errors~ 

the choice of an experimental design; and the element[~J'Y theory 

involved in tests of significance and in estimation of va·;:-iance com

ponents. 

In all cases except for the chapter on systematic designs, the 

• discussion will be limited to de~i gns which are subjEH;t to sta.tis

tic~l analysis. The allotment of a particular treatme~t (variety 9 

feedhg ration,size of farm, level of fertilizer 9 baking condition) 

• 

etc.) to a specified plot or "area" in the experimentaJ. e.rea (the 

site at which an experiment may be conducted, e.g. a (::::::·,.::e:::-_huo.s::; 

element of chance in the random allot:rit~~nt of t:1e treatment to 

experimental plot permits the e x:r;eria~cnter to c11tain i_lnt.:t :.:--;·.~-=-

excellent discussion on vali.di t:l a.nd ::oandomizn.t·i.on and tests of 

hypotheses. 

.., .. 
·.1 :~ ·.:: 

The following is a g'3:1f)ral clas3i.f:i.c~t.:l.c:n. ""f eJI:peri::n~:.Y~aJ. C..~-,-1;.~~~:' .. 

Systematic 

Completel:t Randomized 

Randomized Complete Blocks 



• Latin Squares and Variations 
Latin Square 
Graeco-lntin Squares 
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Other Latin Squares (plaid9half-plnid9and quasi-) 

Cross-over 
Switch-back or Revers~ 

Incomplete Blocks 
Split-plot 
Lattice 
kn or n-dimensional L~ttices 
p x q Lattices 
Inco~pleto Lattice Squares 
Youden Squares 

As with nll statistical manuscripts 9 tho pres-;:_~_ o·l·; is 23Ubjs~:·.-_; 

to the criticism thnt the author did not use "sta:..'llG.::c··~ ::;:,:~+j_.sticn~~-

symbolism. Since the last three words of the precedi!l;.; s:::~·ntence iE.jJl~' 

something different to \<Tri ters in the sta tisticnl fie:}~~) i"C is pcri~.J.;J8 

• best to list and define the symbols used in t rn majority of pl2.ces =-~ 
the text. 

Xi or Yi9 i= l 9 29 .. e? n= a specified number 9 is the individu:.l.-;_ 

measurement or count on the observed chnrc.cter. x1 = meo..s1.1rc Jr_-c:,·:~ 

on the first individual 9 x2=measurement on the second indivir' ,-·::t!',("-

Xij or Yij?i=l?29 •• Jl and j=l 9 2 11 ••• 9m9 is the record of the ~ ~; 

individual of the j th classification. 

n 
2: xi 

i=l = x. = X? i.e. 9 

n n 
the mean of n observations x1 ~ x2 9 • •• 9./ •. -, 

·'-"· 

is the sum of the observations 9 x1+ ~+ •.• Xn' divided by the 

number n. y is obtained similarly. Some texts use m for a mean 

Hith ~denoting the mean of the Xi and 111y the mco.n of the Yi. 

~ x in normal populations is o.n unbiased estimate of tho population 

mean ~9 a kno~m or unknown paro.moter. 
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n m -..1. L L X •• 
1J = x •• 

mn 
= X = overall mean of a 2-vray 

nm i=l j=l 

classification. 

m 
l L 
ll1 j:=l 

X .• 
1J = X. 

...!.!. 
= ..... ·.·.:~·-;' . 

.for the i th .e~tion•·. 
. .n . . . ~- ; ,:· . : . ,: . 

1 t X •· J· • .. •· • · 
il 1=1 ij . :,, ~4 .-j 

n 

the noan over all j 

0 

= x. = deviation from tho moan. 
1 

== 1,2,.o., m 
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n 
= L 

i=l 
X~ 

1 = sum of squares of deviations from tho mean. 

n 2 
L X •. 

i=l 1 

n-1 
= the variance or sometimes moan square of a singJ.o 

obsorvr-.tion and is an unbiased estimate of the population paraiJ'l..etor d 2 

in normal populations. 

n 
L X~ 

i=l 1 

n(n-1) 
= s 2 - = tho variance of a :mean of n individuals and is an 

X 

unbiased estimate of tho population parameter d2 - in normal populations. 
X 

= s = tho standard error of a single observation or tho 

standard deviation. 

= s- = tho s ta:;.1c1ard error of a mean. 
X 

= = = tho standard error of a difference 

between 2 moans based on n and n individuals, respectively. ~n 
' 2 

the event that n = n2 
' ' 

,/2 s-x • = = 
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= regression coefficient of tho variate x1i on tho variate 

x2i and is an unbiased estimate of tho populatjon parameter 1312 • 

Other symbols -vr.i.ll bo used to designate regression coefficients 

also but those -vrill bo explained vrhen used. 

~2.3 
of x3. 

~. 

= partial regression coefficient of xli on x2i independent 

= total or zero order (Snedecor, 1946) correlation coefficient 

of xl. with x2. and is an estimate (though biased) of the population 
:L . :L 

parameter, p. 

v = coefficient of v::,riation or variation coefficient, which has of-

ten been designated as c.v. or just c. 

d.f. = degrees of freedom • 

s.s. = sums of squares. 
,_ 

m.s. = menn square. 

A. of v. = analysis of vari&nce. 

EMS = error mean squnre. 

Eff = efficiency expressed e.s a percent..'lge. 

F = greater m.s. 
lesser m.s. 

= Snedecor's F = a test of significance. 

t = "Student's" t = a test of significance. 

X2 = chi-square = a test of significance. 

z = 1 
2 log.::~ 

e 
li'i~'her'~ z = ::t te2t. of significance. 
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A significnnc~ level is n predetermined probability of 

. 
obtaining deviations 2..s large as or larger than n specified number. 

V~lues from tests of significo..nce of approximately the specif~d 

constant or larger are deemed significant. 

A y2..riable is the charo.cteristic or trait under obser---;;·2. ~:Lo:c 

~nd of interest at the moment. The variable mny be contir·.1l·),_lrj 

(mensurement dnta) or discrete (enumeration dnta). The ind:i ric.r-. 

mertsurements or counts of the vr.rinble e1.re called the vart.~'ltf:_c...£.. 

Thus heights of people represent a varinble 9 sny X, o.nd the h8jg;._ :. 

67 inches represents the variate. 

A .P .. 9J2.Ula t:L9_n represents all the individuals of in terco::; ;:;·T· 

n given cho.rc.cteristic (or characteristics). The number o::.' :.nJl<;. 

iduo.ls in the population mo.y be finite or infinite. For ex~mple ""'~ 

discrete populo.tj_on might represent the pl:mts on a greenhouse be::-;L . 

Usu:J.lly the population nbout which inferences are made is infini ;-.. <•.s 

large and a fraction is nll that is ever observed. 

A §.illiL.Dle represents a fr2..ction of the populo..tion. A re..nr.Q.~ :,- .·< 

at,_ive _snrcple is ns its no.me specifies~ representative of the pop:~. , 

tion from which drnwn. A r"J.ndom mlffi.Qle is a sample drawn in sue'·: 

manner thnt every possible sample '\'lill hnve nn equru cho.nce of bL ., 

drc.vm. For example there are 20 possible samples of 3 taken frorr. 

6 objects o.nd n. rrmdom snmple of 3 i terns \•Tould be one tho.. t vms dr<:~~ ·.::~ 

in such o. manner that any of the other 19 samples have equal cho.nces 

of being drnwn. 

A net:r..c"'Jll~ter is a fixed v~due 9 e.g. 2 ~ and is the wtlue of the 

VD.ric.ble vlhich suecifies the pol)ulation. The populr.tion po.r.:::meter 

mc.y be knovm or unknown. 

A .e_tn tis tic is an estimate of the populo. tion par2..meter. If 
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the average of a large number of estimates does not appro~ch the 

population parameter, then the statistic is snid to be bio.sed,c:..nd 

conversely for unbiased statistics. 

A distribution of the variQtes for the population may be rep

resented by some frequency curve or by a mathematical formula,for 

example the formul~ for a rQndom snmple of n individuals from the 

normal, binomial, and Poisson distributions, respectively are of 

the form 

Joe roo ... \ 
-~ ._)_00 

and 
n 
z 

X:=O 

n/2 
( 1 ) 
( 277" d'X ) 

' 

• 

d.Xi 
' 

An individual ~ or ~ of observatiqn represents the 

smallest unit for which an observation is made. 

The treatments in an experiment represent items which are 

being tested. The term "treatments" is very general and is often 

used in place of v~rieties, fertilizers, baking treatments, feeding 

treQtments, method of dying fabrics, dosages of drugs, etc. 

The experimental .~ or ~ represents the place or time 

over which an experiment is conducted. In field trinls, it may 

represent tho land which the experiment occupies; in home economics 

experiments, it may represent the time nnd pieces of equipment used, 

etc. 
• If all treatments have been included a proportional (usually 

equal) number of times and are together in one part of the experi

mentnl area, this fraction of the total si to is cnlled the replic,'lt~., 
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• If the replicate is repeated 9 this is known as a replication or 

repetition of the treatments. The treatments ~ay be replicated 

without having replicates (see Chapter III)o 

• 

• 

Uniformit_y or blank trial data represent the measurements 

taken for a variable on several (usually many) units of observa

tion of the same treatment. Various experimental designs may be 

laid out on the uniformity trial data and the "treatments" mo.y be 

assigned to the plot yields at random. The comparisons among 

these "treatments" v.ould represent comparisons for the same treat-

ment or "dummy11 comparisons. 

The term deviation has been explained previously to denote 

the discrepancy betvTeen the variate? Xi 9 and the estimate of the 
ll 

parameter 9 say ~· The term difference refers to the discrepancy 

bet'ltleen two vo.ria tes 9 say Xl and X2 9 or between t'\>TO treatment 

meo.ns (Snedecor 9 1946 9 Examples 2,6 and 2.7) • 
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The following material is reprinted from the Proceedings of the 

41 Auburn Conference on Statistics applied to research in the Social 

Sciences, Plant Sciences 9 and Animal Sciences 9 held September 7•9, 

1948 at Auburn, Alabama 9 and it is the lecture given by Professo~ 

G.W. Snedecor, Statistical Laboratory, Iowa State College, Ames,Iowa9 

at the conference. 

SOME PRINCIPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

by 

George W. Snedecor, M.A. 
Research Professor of Statistics 

Iowa State College 

Our courses in statistical methods and experimental design tend 

to emphasize the mechanical features of the subject-"the lay-out of 

the experiment and the calculation of statistics. It is my purpose 

• to discuss and illustrate t\vo of the more fundamental principles that 

govern eesign. These are simple and obvious; yet they seem to 

include the important practical requirements of good experimentation, 

The philosophical aspects of the subject I do not intend to mention. 

The tvm principles of design which I have in mind are as follows: 

First: To provide unambiguous answers to the questions asked 9and 

Second: To get the answers with a minimum expenditure of 

resources. 

As a preliminary, let us consider for a moment the questions 

that may te asked. From a long experience in reading project out

lines? I conclude that these questions are often not very definite, 

Frequently I have found the proposed experiment wholly inadequate to 

4trealize the stated objectives. For instance, the objective may read, 

.. To determine the adaptatJ111 ty of some varieties to Iowa conditions,'' 
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followed by a proposal to try the ve.riet:ie s during a single senson 

on some one set of plots. Of course 9 I re2.lize that Iowa is sup

posed to exhibit a uniform climate and soil 9 but no Iovm agronomist 

vmuld admit this. 

At times? it -vrould appear that the experimenter is concerned 

rneroly in demonstrnting his own superior knowledge. I have in mind 

the co.se of a man vlho had designed a split-plot oxperiment to 

::ms·Her this question: Vfhen is the best time in fue fall to make the 

1:-'..st cutting of a certc.in perennial forage crop? While I vm.s 

examining the first yoar's results, he explained that one avernge 

IT2.S unusual becc.use variety A should have been superior to variety 

B in the earlier cuttings. He even described the physiolo~ical 

characteristics th<lt mc.de this so. The other Clverages he consida'ed 

normal. 'vJhen I asked for the rcsul ts in succeeding ye<lrs in order 

• to get o.n ans\ver to the question presumably asked--which treatment 

maximized the yield over the effective life of the plots?--I was 

blandly informed that other experiments demanded his attention 

o.ftcr one season so that this one VTo.s abandoned. I gnthered that 

he <llrco.dy knew Clll the answers to the experiment as conducted and 

that he reo.lly wo.sn't much interested in the specified objective of 

his project. The experiment seemed to be a filler which warranted 

tho payment of his snlr.ry and expenses until something more 

promising turned up. 

If you say that my examples arc unusual, I fear you are wrong. 

Ny experience leads me to suspect that some large fraction of our 

so-called experimentation, perhaps even a majority of it, is con-

41 ducted in an equally vague and unproductive fashion. Experimenters 

often remind me of small boys investigating the mechanism of a 
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clock. They are eager to see what makes it tick~ but not much 

interested in devising a superior time-piece 9 much less in writing 

a scientific report of their investigation. 

Some good experimen~ers do not require very definite answers to 

questions. This is notably true in breeding tests with large numbers 

of varieties. The answer desired is given by an array of the var

ieties according to their performance in one or more respects. An 

over-all test of significance is available for one character--tests 

of other characters would not be independent of the first9 I suppose. 

No way is provided for combing the various measurements into a singJe 

one determining excellence. No test is furnished for distinguishing 

between individual varieties. The only question asked~ usually9 is 

about the yield of those varieties that prove to have acceptable 

stalk strength 9 for example; or ear height • 

not often used as a criterion of selection. 

Even nutritive value is 

Yet the notable achieve-

ments of the breeders is convincing evidence that this simple answer 

is the only one needed. 

Contrasted \vi th these experiments in 1;~hich vague or few ques

tions are asked are those in which many individual comparisons are 

planned9 each with an appropriate test of significance. The factor~ 

experiment is a shining example of this type. But I wish to avoid 

any implication that an experimenter should choose a design merely 

because it ans1.·1ers many questions. The efficient desgn is iJfue one 

that ansv1ers the questions which he is asking. If he has a single 

question9 then answers to other questions may be superfluous and the 

more complicated designs may be inefficient. 

4l Assuming then that the experimenter has one or more definite 

questions9 he should choose a design that will furnish unambiguous 
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answers to them. This is the first of the principles vJhich I vTish 

to discuss. A single 9 clear-cut ansv1er from an experiment is not 

easy to attain. Some type of replication is alvrqys necessary. 

Appropriate controls mu~.t be set up to segregate the desired effects 

from those that confuse the issue. Correlated variables difficult 

to regulate may be measured and controlled by covariance. Tests of 

significance must be provided to distinguish between treatment 

effects and sampling variation. These are some of the familiar 

devices for achieving unambiguous ans,·rers. 

Ambiguous answers mean little or no information from an exper

iment. Let me illustrate. Not long ago I was asked by an experi

menter to give an opinion as to which of four methods was superior 

for testing significance. Six protein supplements had been tried 

on chicks and all the 15 pairs of treatments were to be tested, 

ta ignoring the fact that only five degrees of freedom were available& 

This aroused my suspicion~ so I made detailed inquiries about the 

design. I found that all the chicks receiving Treatment A were kept 

in a single separate enclosure, as were the lots getting the other 

treatments. I found that the sexes were mixed in the lots in 

unknown ratios. I found that one supplement had been substituted 

for another in equal weights irrespective of protein content. Of 

course, no record was kept of individual food consumption. 

Practically any question asked of this experiment would have 

half a dozen different answers. If the lot having Treatment A 

gained significantly more than that with Treatment B the answer 

might be (i) that the concentration of protein in A was greater than 

41 that in B; or (ii) that the biological value of the first protein 

was superior to that of the second; or (iii) that there was a larger 
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proportion of males in lot A than in lot B; or (iv) that environ-

mental conditions (including incidence of disease) \'Jere more favor

able in pen A than in pen B; or (v) that there was correlation 

among the gains of the ·:Jirds within the lots resulting in a down

ward bias in the wstimate of error; or (vi) that ration A was more 

appetizing than B. So far as the gain is concerned~ the last 

answer could be eliminated by using some ratio such as gain per unit 

of food eaten; but the ambiguity \-rould not be removed because there 

is no test of significance provided for the ratio. 

Remember 9 now 9 that this man -vms asking about the merits of 

various tests of significance 9 seemingly unaware that the differ

ences he vJas testing If ere completely meaningless. Such is the 

effect of the manner in which we teach statistics! 

I have cited an extreme example~ but not one that is 

unique. I remember some data that were sent around to several 

statisticians only a few years ago. The data were from a ten-year 

experiment on cultural treatments of pecan trees. All the statist-

icians agreed that the investigator had been particularly ingenious 

in arranging the experiment so that every comparison was ambiguous. 

But the U.S.D.A. paid money to this man for 10 years 9 money from 

you~ pocket and mine, with never a competent check on the design or 

progress of the experiment. I suspect that there are many of this 

type of experiment now in progress. 

Another conwon kind of ambiguity is one already mentioned 9 the 

trial of three or more treatments with no specified degrees of free

dom to be tested. The means are estimated in an unbiased manner and 

• can be arrayed according to the order in vrhich they turned up in the 

particular experiment. But there is no vray to differentiate the 

populations. Even though the F-test indicates population dtifmences, 
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the ans,ver as to which population differs from which has no single 

answer. 

For illustration, I return to the chick-feeding experiment, 

There were five protein supplements tried in addition to the stan~ 

dard, Of course, each of the five could be compared to the standard, 

but this is not an efficient set of comparisons. It turned out t~at 

there were three vegetables and two animal sources, so that four of 

the possible five independent comparisons could be specified, The 

only remaining ambiguity would be in the two degrees of freedom for 

vegetable sources. 

I believe that careful forethought "muld eliminate this type of 

ambiguity in a great many experiments. Among the experimental 

treatments, there are nearly always relations which would lead to 

at least a partial set of orthogonal comparisons. Questions based 

on these comparisons would be answered unambiguously, with less 

definite information about the !'emilining ones. 

A somewhat more subtle type of ambiguity is that which springs 

from samples ·Hhich are too small. An experimenter may knovr with 

reasonable certainty that a difference cannot be larger than 20 per

dent, yet he may use only enough replications to detect a differencw 

of 50 percent, At the end, he is unable to distinguish between a 

real difference and sampling error, 

In reviewing project outlines, I have often had to call atten

tion to the fact that the proposed sample size was too small to 

detect any but the most obvious difference~ Experimenters often 

take a peculiar view of this situation. They say that they don't 

41 expect significant differences, but they just wish to observe how 

the treatments behave under trial. They are the small boys of whom 
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I spoke before--they like to play around with the experimental 

material, hoping, no doubt 9 that something interesting may turn up. 

It is hard for many ~perimenters to realize that 9 before the 

experiment is performed, definite statements can be made about the 

prospect of an unambiguous ansv1er. Foreknovrledge of the probabil: ·':'; 

that an experiment will detect a specified difference is confused 

·Hith fore-knmlledge that there is such a difference. If you tell 

these people that, under specified conditions 9 the probability is 

0. 8 that their oxpe;rimental questions will be ans1.vered 9 they scorn-

fully say 9 11Well 9 why do tho experiment? You can tell us novJ what 

tho answer is." 

I think this is one of the most spectacular feats of statistics. 

Experimenters have always begged us to toll them how large a sample 

to take? but \vhen vJO tell them 9 the language seems unrealistic • 

Also? tho necessary number of replications is ofttimes so great that 

it will not be believed. The new tables of Mood 9 et al., now in 

press 9 enable one to make decent estimates of the number of replica

tions necessary to yield unambiguous answers to specified questions. 

The experimenter himself must decide on the size of the population 

difference he wishes to detect and must help to estimate the stan

dard deviation of the population. The latter is the weakest link in 

the chain? but it can often be made quite strong. Under the speci

fied assumptions? a determinate sample size will, with stated 

probability? yield a significant difference. If it does not, the 

answer is that any difference there may be in the population is loss 

than the one vrhich the experiment was designed to detect. 

• The experimenter 1.-rho insists on using too small a sample often 

feels justified by his results. Even if tho population difference 
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is zero9 he has a five-in-a-hundred chance of significance; while 

if there is a real difference 9 his chance of detecting it is 

greater. But the canny investigator vlill not easily be misled by 

such an outcome. He wi:l be wary of a large sample difference? 

because he knows that a large population difference would have b~~~ 

discovered long ago. He will be equally wary of a small ~peri-

mental error--he knovJs the usual sizes in such experimentation. 

But uith an inadequate sample size 7 about the only chance of 

a.ttaining significance 9 in case the population difference is as 

small as suspected 7 is an unusually large sample difference or an 

unusually small sample error. So the competent experimenter? 

knmving the size of sample necessary to detect a reasonable popw.a

tion difference if it exists 9 is not deceived by significance in an 

experiment of inadequate size. But 9 of courses this competent 

• investigator \-TOUld not have \Tasted his time and my money in carrying 

out such a too-small experiment. It is the incompetent who braves 

the inadequate sample and proudly publishes his accidental findings, 

I had quite a lengthy correspondence? a couple of years ago 9 

\vi th a botanist in one of our greater universities who asked me 

about the adequacy of the size of his experiment. He was seeking 

to detect a small difference with large variation. When I told him 

the required size he vras frankly scornful. I cited formulas and 

suggested that he have them checked by a girl in his employ 11ho had 

completed a course. in statistics given by an uncontaminated 9 pure 

mathematician. I never heard from him again. I suspect his work 

has been fruitful of publications and that he is held in great 

41t esteem by his brethren. 

Having assured ourselves of an experiment that will yield 
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unambiguous results~ v! e set up the second principle that it shall 

be done at a reasonable cost. "At minimum cost" is the phrase 

v1hj_ch I used in the beginning i but that is an unattainable ideal. 

I think we shall not be censured even if we habitually ·waste a 

dollar or tHo on our experiments. In gere ral9 economy means lu · 

experimental error. 

For a selected set of answers 9 to be 8. ttained Hi th specifis:~ 

accur2.cy? economy is achieved in three familiar ways. First 9 th2I e 

is the selection of homogeneous experimental rna terial. \'Jhen th:Lc 

is possible 9 the experimenter must bevrare lest he n:ake the base of 

his structure too narrovJ. He might get ansvJers about a small sf,{:';~ 

ment of his population 9 and these might not hold in other relat'.3•~ · 

parts. If this is a reasonable conjectures then he should first 

investigate such possible interactions. If he finds them absent~ 

• he can 9roceed vri th his more detailed experiment ':lith the sel.ec :;:/ 

portion of the population. Otherwise 9 he must enlarge his plan~ so 

as to answer the questions 9 at least ultimately? for each of th"' 

homogeneous parts of the population concerned.. I suspect that the" 

existence of these interactions is unusual in many fields of 

investigation. Nonetheless? their possible presence must not be 

ignorod. 

The second method of achieving economy is by choice of an 

appropriate plan for the experiment. Randomized blocks 9 the latin 

square? and various incomplete block devices are familiar to you. 

This is the method of economizing which most taxes the inecnuity of 

the investigator. In this conference? you will hear one of the 

41t speakers describe his device of splitting plants in order to have 

more homogeneous material for his experiments. He also had to 
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41a decide how to use the pairs of plants to test three fertilizers-

calcium~ phosphorous and potassium. He could have chosen a balanced 

incomplete block plan "~:Ti th two combinations per block; this would 

have given him equal amounts of information on main effects and 

interactions. But he decided that the interactions were not per· ;_,,, 

ent to his inquiry? so he chose a combination of paired experime:·li.:J 

in which the three main effects were evaluated with maximum 

efficiency 9 leaving the interactions to be tested with the large 

error due to the variation among half-plants from different plantf;. 

This is a nice decision which experimenters tend to shirk. 

Over and over again I have tried to get men to decide uhich set OJ. 

treatments to put on the split plots and which on the main. They 

are avaricious of information and are reluctant to sacrifice any 

from either set. The same kind of decision often has to be made ~,.r, 

order to get an experiment large enough to promise unambiguous 

ansv:ers--some treatments must be sacrificed~ and giving them up is 

like having eyeteeth pulled. The ideal experimenter is he vlho can 

choose that plan \vhich will give unambiguous ans\":ers to necessary 

questions without undue expenditure. 

The third method of achieving economy? or reducing experimental 

error, is by statistical control of extraneous variables. This is 

the appropriate method if homogeneous material is either undesirable 

or not available. It has the virtue of broadening the basis of 

inference. If related variables can be measured rather than experi

mentally controlled, their effects can be eliminated from the 

estimate of error; and in the end one has not only the answers 

4lt desired about the experimental variable but also measures of its 

relations to the others- I think this method of covariance is 

growing in popularity. It is effective not only in reducing 
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experimental error but also in broadening the scope of information 

at small cost. 

In conclusion 9 I wish to discuss one of the causes of ambigu

ity) with consequent high cost 9 in much of our experiment station 

uork. A friend of mine 9 shrewd but inclined to be caustic,pla~': :, 

the fraction of useful expenditure of station funds at 3 percen·~~;o 

My ovm estimate is somewhere betvTeen 20 percent and 40 percent. 

\'ihy is this? 

One reason is that experimenters 9 eager for information9 are 

too impatient to allow the necessary time to get it. They want it 

all the first year. The result is that even a big ecperiment is fo.;:' 

too small to yield unambiguous answers. So 9 the inadequate experi~ 

ment must be tried again next year. This goes on indefinitely. 

After ten or twenty years of this kind of thing, the fundamental 

questions are still unanswered 9 but the leader is ever hopeful that 

next year he will have the longed-for results. If he is told that 

the experiment is too small to yield the answers he wants, he com

placently replies that the director will not provide him with 

sufficient funds; so 9 he continues to fritter away the resources he 

has. 

Every experimenter should have some kind of tv.renty-year plan. 

The early years should be spent in getting reasonably certain 

answers to subsidiary questions about techniques, the efffects of 

environment, etc. Each experiment should be large enough to get an 

unambiguous answer to at least one question. As the climax 

approaches9 the main question emerges with increasing clarity 9 and 

• at the end is ans1>Tered without ambiguity. 

I am not so naive as to suppose that this ideal program vlill 
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4lt move along smoothly and without interruption. At the end of 

t\venty years the question may seem as far from solution as it v.ras 

at the start. But every preliminary answer is available informa

tion anddenotes progress toward ultimate success. 

• 

• 

I hope I have succeeded in convincing you that my main th 

is true: that the investigator may, vlith specifiable certain~:,? 

know in advance that his experiment will? without excessive cost, 

yield unambiguous answers to the questions asked • 



Chapter II. 
SYSTEMATIC DESIGNS 

by 

W.T. Federer. 

II-1 

Prior to the develop:rrent of modern experimental designs ~experi

menters had tried various arrangements which are not subject to t~e 

lmrs of chance. ·various systematic schemes of ordering or arrang:ir..g 

the treatments in the various repetitions have been devised. Or~e 

such scheme migl1t be to arrange all duplicates, triplicates or et~

of the trea tr,1ent together. Suppose the experimenter wished to tes~: 

three treatments A~ B9 and C and that he decided to have 4 repeti

tions of each treatment. With the above scheme the arrangement of 

the 3 trea·cments over the experimental area could be one of the 

following: 

A A AA
B B B B 

__9__9 c c 

B C 
ABc 
AlB C 
ABC 

, 

p 

From fertilizer9 yield~ and other trials or experiments it was 

evident that it might be better to test treatments A 9 B 9 and C 

together in a compact block and then to repeat these blocks with a 

systematic ordering of the treatments in each block or repetition. 

One of the more common types of systematic arrangements in vrh:i.ch the 

treatments are repeated several times is the following: 



or 
Replicate I 

" 
II 

II 
III 
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In this case -:he ord ?rJng )f the treatments is exactly the sqce :Ln 

every replicate (a u:r1i t wl1 Lch contains all the treatments). k:lc·,>~-:;~· 

systematic arrangement is the follouing~ 

In this case each treatment occupies each order in the replicat~. 

From the last systema t:!.c arrangement experimenters may ha·ve 

felt it necessary to place the treatments so as to elnainate soil 

heterogeneity in two directions and proposed the "diagonal square" 

(see Fisher9 1942); for ttree treatments the design would be: 

lA B C 1 
IC A Bl 
fB Ct A 1 

and for 5 treatments the design would be: 

In order to ~liminate the effect of A appearing on one 

diagonal9 a systematic arrangement involving the Knight's Move was 

used 9 i.e. one down and two over. This arrangement for 5 treat

ments in 3 repli~ates gives the following design: 

Replicate I 
" II 
II III 

and involving 5 replicates the arrangement is: 
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Fisher (1942 9 The Desic;r.:. of Exp~i'Lme:,ts) states that the above 

C'.esign has been known in D<;nmark since about 1872 but that :'.t ~,.-:: 

D.~~uc:.'l.y e.-::.~:::-ibsd to the Noi.''>Iegic:m 9 K'1ut 'Tik, and called tnc :r:~t-..-~ 

:'1. fairly good e.ccount of this design is given t·y 

Fisher (1942~9 but the statisticRl an~lys1s for it has on~y 

recentJ_y beon v,tcrked out ( cSvind Nisse~1 9 19;+9, "tmpublished pc:.pe.~ . .' 

Nur:'ls:.."'Ol.~.s other systematic arrange:rnen ts have; been dev'2..3r~:~. 9 •• h_; 

various experi.meaters attempting to O"L'!.tgues s natural '.TaLi J t::_c·n, 

Regardless :::f the type of systematic design they all have relat~-viS.~y· 

the same ac1-vantages and disadvantages. The advantages are often 

given as (the quotation marks are those of the author): 

(i) Simplicity. Many experimenters feel that planting 9 

note-taking? and harvesting in agronomic trials are 

facilitated by using systematic arrangements. In 

judging or scoring experiments it is sometimes felt 

that the judge will be better able to "discriminate" 

between the treatments.if he (the judge) knows the 

order in which the treatments occur in the different 

repetitions. 

(ii) The systematic design provides "adequate" sampling of 

the experimental area. That is 9 it allmvs for "intelli

gent placement" of the various treatments. 

(iii)Varieties may be arranged in order of maturity or fert

ilizer treatments in order of increasing fertility. 
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(iv) It may be desirable to alternate dissimilar 

varieties (say, bearded versus beardless barley)so 

that natural crossing or mechanical mixtures can be 

detected in subsequent years. 

(v) There is no need to randomize since the heterogeneity 

of the experimental site is such as to randomize the 

effects on the treatments. (This does not lessen the 

effect of one treatment on another or of a single 

arrangement; these facts should not be ignored.) 

The disadvantages of the systematic designs are that there 

is no correct measure of the variation and the correlation-between 

adjacent plots may lead to systematic errors in assessing treat

ment differences. The latter point is easily illustrated by the 

~ following systematic arrangement: 

I licate II 
A B C ' 

v1here the yield gradient is assumed to -exist from left to right .. 

Even though treatments A, B9 and C may be the-· same thing, the 

experiment vmuld show A to be better than .B~. and B better than c. 
In the event that the treatments were different, their differences· 

may be exaggerated or underestimated depending-upon the arrange

ment of the treatments. 

Fisher (1942, The Design· of Experiments, sections 27 and 34) 

discusses the effect of systematic arrangements on tests of sig

nificance and in the estimation o·f an .error variance. Suppose 

that systematic arrangements are tried on uniformity trial data, 

e (Plot data on the same treatment over· the whole· of the exper:iment al 
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Then, the treatments in the experimental area vmuld 

4lt all be the same thing. The total sum of squares would be a constant 

regardless of what arrangement was chosen. If.the experimenter was 

able .to "intelligently" place the treatments so the.t all '\vere sub

jected to about the same heterogeneity, then the sum of squares due 

to the differences betvmen dummy or ;"'8Udo-varieties vrould be 

decreased. The decrease must be counterbalanced by an incre~se in 

the error or remainder sum of squares since the total is a consbiDt~ 

or 
Total s.s. = s.s. among durr~y var.+ s.s.within var. 

If 9on the other hand 7 the experimenter does a lousy job of "intelli

gently" placing the dummy varieties 9 the estimate of theerror sum 

of squares will be smaller than it really should be and the differ-

ences between the varieties will be exaggerated. Some arrangements 

may consistently underestimate the error variance~ The amount of 

~ underestimation is unknown and any attempt to obtain an estimate of 

the error variance from systematic arrangements is pretty much a 

matter of guesswork. 

It is suggested that students in experimental design rend this 

chapter for its historical value. They should never design an ex

periment in a systematic manner but rather should choose an experi

mental design that is subject to statistical analysis. The remain-

der of the manuscript will be confined to a discussion of such 

designs. 

1. For work on use of systematic designs on uniformity trial data 
see Odland and Garber9 19287 Journ. kmer.Soc.Agron.920:93-108; 
Tedin 9 19319 Jour.J .. gr.Sci.21:191-208; and Pan 9 19357 Jour.Amer. 
Soc.Agron. 27~279-285. The first reference states that the stan
dard deviations obtained from systematic arrangements vrere some
what lov1er in all cases 9 than those obtained from random arrange
ments on soyben.n uniformity trial data. Tedin(l931) found that 
the variation within 6x5 blocks was uninfluenced by arrangement, 
diagonal or random 9for estimating the error. He suggested random 
arrangements for the .highest degree of scientific accuracy. On 
rice uniformity yield data Pan (1935) found that the deviations 
among vari~ties (in reality they are dummy or pseudo-varieties) 
were ~uch .Larger than might be explained on the basis of random 
sampl~ng. 
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Chapter III. 

GONPLETELY P.ANDOMIZED DESIGNS. 

by 

\{, T Federero 

111e sinplest of all desizns having a random arrangement is the com-

rJ.s tely rcmc1 omi zed design o The design may be defined as one in \lhich 

the treo.tr,Jents are randomly arranged over the r,rhole of the experimental 

site. ~;o effort is li18.de to confine treatments to ar:y portion of the 

uhole arf:a o The nu.mher of repet~.tions of an:r one treatment nay vary. 

The com~1etoly randomized design is nsuall:Jr chosen ,_,hen the v2.ri2,tion 

over tho vrholc experimental unit is relatively SlJa.ll. An examn1e of the 

J.El.y-out of a completely randomized desj_gn would be the following, in 

• which the fivr.> treatments A, B, C, D, and E are repeated four t:i..nes each 

on the hmnty units representing tho whole of the e;~perimcntal area. -

r~---~--· -E ) ( E ) ( c ) ( B ) ( E ) 
1 ) ( 3 ) ( 9 ) ( 16) ( 17) 

I (A) (D) ( D ) ( B ) ( A ) 
( 2 ) ( 7 ) ( 10) ( 15 ) ( 18) 

( B ) ( c ) ( A ) ( c ) ( B ) 
( 3 ) ( 6 ) ( 11) ( 14) ( 19) 

( E ) ( D \ ( A ) ( D ) ( c ) ) 

( 4 ) ( 5 \ ( 12) ( 13) ( 20) 

Such an expori~ent rr~ght have been designed for 20 pots on a grce~~ouso 

bench, a series of 20 soil analyses, the 20 animals in a feeding trial, 

20 cake-pans in an oven or the 20 successive bakings of single cakes in 

• an oven~ r cords on five litters of four pigs each, or some other t;y'J>G 

of oxnorimcntaJ. mrttcrial. 
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~ample III-1 

In order to best illustrate the statistical analysis a numerical 

example tim.s chosen from a gua;;rulo experiment on the dry ucight of tho 

shrub (loaves not included) on plants that had completed one year's 

grm1th in tho field. Tho plants of variety 109 (a 54 ~ chromsome strdn 

of guayulo) were classified Hith regard to trueness of type. The 

chP.ractoristic plants of 109 were listed as nor:ti18.ls = N. The remainder 

of plants differed considerably in appearance from the normals and were 

di vic~ed into tvo categories~ offtypes = 0 and aberrc:.nts = A. It -vms 

desired to knoH if the three types of plants varied vJi th regard to dry 

ueight of shrub. A ra.ndom selection ~;ms made of 5 plants of each type 

and the dry ,,.reights obtained. The 15 selected plants were sea ttered 

over the experi:tLental area in tho f ollovr ing manner (the type of plP.nt, 

A, N 9 or 0, is listed first followed by number of plant and dry -vreight 

of shrub in grams)g 

r 
I 

A-4-12 

A-5-20 

N-9-104 

0-13-120 

A-1-34 

0-3-84 

N-6-167 

0-8-134 

N-12-106 

A-14-48 

N-2-87 

N-7-112 

A-10-5 

0-11-86 

C-15-108 
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The table of yields and sums of squares is given below2 

Normals =N 

87 
167 
112 
lo4 
106 

Totals =}:X 576 
Heans 115.2 
}:)(. 2 70054 

J. 

(LXr/n 66355.2 
Lxj 3698.8 

Offti!2eS =0 

84 
134 

86 
120 
108 

532 
106.4 

58472 
56604.8 
1867.2 -

Aberre.nts 

34 
12 
::o 

5 
48 

119 
23.8 

4029 
2832.2 
1196.8 

=11. 

1227 
tn.s 

132555 
100368.6 

32186.4 

Since such comparisons as normals versus offtypes and aberrant 

versus the mean of tlw normals and offtypes are logical comparisons to 

make and since they formed a p£trt of the hypothesis in designing the ex-

porimont, these contrasts are r;ivon in the follouing analysis of vari-

ance table~ 

Source of 
vad.ati.2!!.:, 

Degrees of 
freedom. 

2 Among types 
Nvs 0 
N+Ovs2.A 

Within types 
Within N 

12 

II 0 
II A 

Total 14 

n k 2 

L: :Z X."' 
i=l j=l J.J 

1 
1 

4 
4 
4 

Sum of 
squares. 

25,423.6 

6,762.8 
3,698.8 
1,867.4 
1 1126.8 

32,186.4 

= 8 2 6 2 2 482 (1227) 2 
7 + 1 7 + ••• + 5 + - 15 

Mean 
squares.! 

12,712.8 

563.6 

= 132555.0- 100,368.6 ~ 32,186.4 with 14 d,f. 

193.6 
25,230.0 

924.7 
466.8 
222·2 
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Tho 

sum of squares among types is 

n 
L: X~ x2 • ., 

i=l 2..!... -
k nk 

= 125,792.2 - }.CC, .368 .6 = 25,423.6 with 2 d.f. 

rmm of Equares among plants ,.,ri thin normals is 

k 2 }:: x,. 
j=l -J 

k 

= 70,054 - 66,355.2 = 3,698.8 with 4 d.f. 

III-4 

The sums of squares among plants within offtypos and abcrrants ~-s 

1 9 867.2 and 1,196.8 respoctivo1y. Tho pooled \.rithin type sum of 

squarc..s is 3,698.8 + 1,867.2 + 1,196.8 = 32,186.4 Hith 12 degrees of 

freedom. 

f..n orthogonal set of comparisons among the throe typos would bog 

Comparison 

NvsO 
N+O V8 li 

N 

+ 
+ 

0 

+ 

A 

0 
-2 

Tho sum of squares for tho comparison normals versus aborrants, is 

(576 - 532) 2 

5(1 + 1) 
= 

and for the comparison, normals and offtypes versus aberrants, is 

576 + 532 - 2(119) 2 

= 25,230.0 

Tho poo1od error moan square, 563o6, ~dth 12 degrees of freedom is 

used to test tho comparisons of tho normals with offtypos an0 tho nor-

ma1s and offtypcs with the 

F = 193..§. = 
563.6 

aberrants, '"i th the rospocti vo values of 

0.34 

F = 25230.0 = 44.77 
563.6 

and 
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There is a strong hint that the within type variances fer tho 

three types of plants arc different. However, one should not expect to 

detect differences in variances unless tho degrees of freedom are fairly 

numorous or unless tho variances arc extremely divergent. Bartlett's 

test for homogeneity of variances as illustrated by Snedecor (1946,p.250) 

for eque.l numbers of individuals per lot follows g 

~2 = 2.3026 (5-l) ~ 3 log10 563.6 -log10 924.7 -log10 466.8-log10299e2~ 

= 1.306 with 2 degrees of freedom. 

The corrected x~ value is 

r':' 
;. e = 1.306 

1.111 
= 1.18 

f,_ chi -square value of 1.18 or larger "ri th 2 degrees may be expected to be 

exceeded in random samplin~ from a homogeneous population in about 75% 

of the times. There is little evidence that within type variances are 

different, hence the pooled error moan square 563.6 i.,ras used to test the 

comparisons made. 

The conclusion would be reached that the difference between the 

me2ns of normal and offtype plants is less than ordinarily expected in 

random sampling from tho same population. On the other hand the differ-

ence between tho means of the offtype and normal plants and of the 

nberrants is much larger than can be attributed to chance sampling 

fluctuations. There is little doubt that the aberrants are much lower 

in dry weight of shrub than aro the other types of plants. 

Various other statistics may be computed from tho data given. For 

example the standard error of n moan is 

s-x = 
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the standard error of a moan difference is, 

s- = 
X 

1.414(10.62) = 15.02, 

tho coefficient of varintion is 

v=_::_ = = 29 percent, 

tho intraclass correlation is (see Snedecor, P.245) 

12712.8 - 563.6 
l2712:8 + 4(563.6) 

and so forth. 

= .81, 
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In addition tho experimenter may wish to compute such statistics as 

tho t values for various comparisons. The contrast of the moans of nor-

nk~ls and offtypos is tested qy 

8.8 = 0.53 -16.7 

The standard error of a moan difference, 16.7 is the appropriate one 

(soc Fisher, 1942, The Design of Experiments) for comparing those moans. 

Tho pooled error variance, 695.8, has 8 degrees of freedom. Therefore, a 

t value of 0.53 or larger ~ith 8 degrees of freedom has a probability of 

occurrence greater than 50 per cent in sampling from homogeneous popula-

tions. In tho event that a pooled error variance with 8 d.f. wns not 

considered appropriate, but that each within type variance was an osti-

mate of a different parc~eter tho resulting t value would correspond to 

tho tabled t Wcluos for four degrees of freedom (soc Snodccor, P .83). 

Tho remainder of tho contrasts may be I1lc.'l.de in a similar manner. }._ 

single least or minimum significant different (lsd or msd) would be 

appropriate only if tho variances wore considered to be from the srune 

• population. Tho oxperimcnto.l evidences against heterogeneity is insig

nificant ( .7 ( p ( .8 for ::~: value) and one may be justified in computing 
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a single lsd or msd equal to 

t. 05sd = 2.179 (15.02) = 32.7, 

since the comparisons of interest do not represent a grouping of the data 

after the results have boon scrutinized but wore made prior to tho selec

tion of tho plQnts for dry weights. Cochran (Emp.Jour.Agric, 68157,1938) 

givos an oxcollont discussion of the various tests of significance among 

a group of treatments. Fisher, (1942. Section 24, The Design of Experi

ments) Love (1943,P.34), and Leonard and Clark (1939,Chaptor 11) arc among 

other writers who have discussed this problem and thoro should be no need 

fer repetition except that experimenters havo consistently misused least 

significant differences, especially with regard to the highest versus 

the lowest. For the comparisons of fortuitous groupings of the data, the 

present tables of probability values have little value. 

The above illustration was given to illustrate the computational 

procedure for completely randomized design with equal numbers of repeti-

tions of each of the treatments. For the case of n classes with k 

individuals per class the following breakdown of the degrees of freedom 

are appropriate~ 

Source of 
variation. 

Among n classes 
Among individuals within 

classes 
Total 

Degrees of 
freedom. 

n-1 

n(k-1) 
nk -1 

Some experimenters are not so lucky as to always obtain equal 

numbers for each class. If the experimenter is working with animals, 

some of the experimental animals may become sick or die, leaving the 

experimenter with unequal numbers. Likewise, in the laboratory, an 

assistant may unwittingly bulk items, may forget to record the data, or 
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may inadvertently lose some results in one way or another and the ex-

perimenter is loft vJi th unequal numbers of individuals. 

The analysis for unequal numbers in a completely randomized design 

is little affected; the only real effect is that comparisons among treat-

monts Hi th fov:cr mnnbors is less precise than among troatm~:mts vrith 

larger nu.m.bors. 

Example III-2. 

E..xamplo III-1 represents only a part of tho plants of 109 for which 

dry weight of shrub was obtained. From tho entire area planted to variety 

109, 54 plants vwro selected at random. Of these plants 27 Foro normals, 

15 offtypos and 12 aberrants. Tho dry \veight of shrub for tho plants of 

tho three typos arc given in Table III.l along with tho means, sums of 

squares and standard errors of a moan • 

Tho analysis of variance for example III.2 is 

Source of variation. Degrees of Sums of Mean 
freedom. squares. squares. 

Am.one typos 2 67,566.7 33,783.4 
N vs .0 1 2,436.8 
N +0 vs 2A 1 65,129.9 

1..[i thin typos 51 45,750.1 B97ol 
Hithin N 26 29,348.3 1,128.8 

" 0 14 13,430.9 959-4 
" A 11 2 970.9 270.1 

Total 53 113,316.8 

TI1etotal stun of squares is obtained by squaring all individual 

weights and subtracting th0 overall sum squared divided by tho total nurnber, 

= 

= 

n ki 2 
}:; 1: X •• -

i=l j=l J.J 

x2 •• 
n 
}:; k. 

i=l J. 

582 + 1092 + ••• + 172 + 65 2 - 49;i2 

564,321.0 - 45l,Oo4 .• 2 = 113,316.8 with 53 rt.f. 
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TABLE III-:1• Dr,;y: \·might of shrub _{yi thout loaves) in grams. 

Nu...>nbor Normals Offt;:mes Aberrants Total 

1 53 103 34 
2 109 34 12 
3 37 88 20 
4 101 109 5 
5 105 134 48 
6 94 lo6 32 
7 167 86 21 
8 141 149 19 
9 112 64 24 

10 104 120 20 
11 58 108 17 
12 98 82 65 
13 lo6 112 
14 120 129 
15 65 22 
16 100 
17 117 
18 82 
19 133 
20 172 

• 21 133 
22 165 
23 150 
24 116 
25 120 
26 192 
27 117 

Total 3122 1496 317 4935 

Moan 115.6 99o7 26.4 91.4 

SoSo=L:X~ 
l 

390344 162632 11345 564321 

(L:Xi )2 /k 360995.7 149201.1 8374.1 451004.2 

L: .,~2 29348.3 ....... 
l 

13430.9 2970.9 113316.8 

s- 6.5 8.0 4.7 
X 

• 
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The su.rn of squares among types with 2 d.r. is 

3 
~ X~ x.~ 31222 

3172 
49§f i=l .2:..!. - """"T" = + 14962 • -ki 

i~hki 
27 15 12 

= 518,570.9 - 45l,Oo4.2 = 67,566.7 

The eums of squnres among plant vreights 1r1i thin normals, offtypes and 

aberrants are obtained from the formula 

ki 
2 

l: X.. - Xi 
j=l 1J --!-

ki 
and are given in Table III-1. 

The sums of squares for the 2 orthogonal comparisons given in the 

analysis of variance table are 

~22 + 14962 

27 15 

3172 

12 

46182 

42 

49322 

54 

= 2436.8 and 

= 65,129.9 

The standards errors of a mean (Table III-1) are computed from the 

formula 

s- = 
X 

• 

The individual within type varj_ances appear to be quite different o 

Bartlett's test for homogeneity results in the following chi-square value, 

X2 = 2.3026 {51 log 897.1 -26 log ll28o8-14 log 959.4 -11 log 270.1) 

= 6.29 

= 6.29 
1.028 

= 6.12, 

with 2 d .f. 'Ihe probability of obtaining a chi-square value as large or 

larger than 6.12 vmuld occur about 2-5 per cent of the times in random 
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sampling. Hence it is concluded that the variances differ. 

value = 6.12 vri th 2 d .f. may be partitioned into h..ro single d .f. with 

corrected chi-square values of 0.12 and 6<00 for comparisons among plant 

variances for normals versus offtypes and of the pooled among plant 

variances for normals and offtypes versus aberrants. Apparently the 

variation in individual plant weights is much smaller for aberrants than 

for the other plnnt types, but the wTiation emong plant weights for nor-

rnals and offtypes is approxi~~tely equal. One could then use the pooled 

,.;i thin plant variance, 1069.5 with 26 + 14 = 40 degrees of freedom for 

testing the difference between the means of the normals and offtypes thus, 

F = 2436.8 
1069.5 

= 2.28 

The corresponding F value for 1 and 40 degrees of freedom at the 5 per 

cent level is 4-.08 and vre wouJd conclude that the difference in meA.ns of 

normals and offtypes could be obtained fairly frequently in random 

sampling. Tho experimenter may wish to be more conservative and also mBy 

not vrish to assume thnt the error variances in norirk'lls and offtypos are 

ostimntos of tho same parameter. He mzy have observed that tho last 

weight for tho offtype plan~r, 22, was unusually low and that for tho last 

aberrant plant, 65, was urr~s~ally high. These values tend to increase the 

variances of both types. ~copying error was suspected but a chock showed 

this not to be tho case. A misclassification was suspected but could not 

be verified. In view of -~.tts then, the experimenter my wish to ~'lkc a 

more conscrvati vo test. :h:.ch a test would bo to usc an F •..Ji th loss than 

40 degrees of freedom, SE:f 14 or mid-way between 14 and 26 degrees of 

froedomo An approximate 3iznificanco level of t may be computed from the 

formula given by Cochran and Cox (1944,Exporimcntal Designs, mimoo), and 
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illustrated by Snodocor (P.84j 19t~)j 

to5 = to5(kl-ld.f.) 1 + to5 (k2 -ld.f) ~ 
kJ k2 

= 

s2 
_1_ + 
kl 

2.056 c 1128.8J 
c 27 ' 

+ 

1128.8 + ~ 
27 15 

2.145 ~~) 
15 ) 

III-12 

= 2.110, which is equivalent to about 17 degrees of freedom~ Tho 

experimental t value is 

t = 115.6 - 99<7 

/ 1128o8 + 959.4 
27 15 

= ~ = 1.55, 
10,28 

which is somewhat smaller than the calculated five p0r cent value, 2.110. 

In this instance tho moans agree sufficiently well so that tho srutm con-

elusion is roached regardless of the tost used. An illustration of tho 

opposite situation is givem by Snodecor (section 4.6, 1946) 

Similarly tho mean difforcmcc o:E' aberrants and offtypes may be tested 

by the stf'tistic 

t = 99 ·7 - 2C::~.A. ···- = = 7.88 

./9'5974 + 220.1 
tl 15 12 

The 5 per cent level of t for this compnrison is 

222.d + ~ 
15 12 

= 2.145 ( ~) + 2.201 ( 270.1) 
( 15 ) ( 12 ) 

= 2.160 

and the 1 per cent level of t is 

= 
= 3.011 

The mean weight difference for the 2 types of plants, offtypes and aberr

ants,is much larger than could be logically attributed to chance sampling 

fluctuations. 
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Other comparisons forming a po.rt of the hypothesis nl£'.y be tested 

similarly. 

The coefficient of variE'. tion for the Hhola e.~.:p8 :_:>~,_m:mt }cc_s li tt1P. 

menningy but for illustrative purposes it is, 

v = L = ,;·8{:? 1 ('1 = 3.3 pel .... c~~11t-x --9::_,.:;~ 

The coefficients of vnr::._ations for th·.J "t:1ree ty·pes or pln::-ltSy norirlL.l3,:)~_'',, 

types? nnd nberr2ntsj nre 

i['J5~Z:~ = 31 per cs:~.t; and 
99--7 

v'27o,j~ 62 per -_;ro;nt .. 
= 

One might suspect the t the means r nd s tnndnrd deviations 1--1cre r-eln ted 

in o. linear manner and then the coefficients of vario.tions should have 

been approximately equrcl (this still nny be true if there was n misclc.ss-

ificntion of the last lndividnal? for both offtypes nnd o.berrnnts? j_ .e ~ 

the vo.lues 22 E'.nd 65) o Despite this? there appears to be a relo. tionship 

between the moans and •-arinnces and in order to uso the generalized error 

with 51 degrees of fro~;C!o:n some trnnsforrnD. tion of the dr. tn is noc0ssnry 

(l-1.8. Bnrtlott hc.s discl1ssod this subject to some extent, soo :dj oractrics 

Tho ::.bo'r-" e:mmpJ..os ilJ_,_;;_stro.te tho procedures nr.d complcxi -t,ics thr:t 

r:u_.-,_y be oncoun~orod in experimental Hork. Rubber pcrcontE'.go cio.-G..'L uoro taken 

for tho 3 typos of plo.nts (soc~ probJem III-1) on tho so.rne 54 p_l2.n~~f o Tho 

error vr.rinncos or within type vnrinncos for normals, offtypos? and. nborr-

nnts o.ro tho rovorso in order of rnngnitudeo The normals seemetl t~ 'Je less 

vRriable than are the other types Hi th the aberrants being the ;nost var:i ·

able. On the other hand, the variation in gra~s of rubber per plant (see 
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Problem III-2) and resin percentage is approximately equal fol' the three 

plant types. 

The chief advantages of the completely randomized des~_gn are g 

a) The ease of laying out the design. 

b) The design allmvs for the maximum nu.l!lber of d3grees of freeoom 

for the error sum of squaresn 

c) Ease of analysis. A comple~cly randomized C.esign has the 

simplest analysis of all experimental designs subject to s7..a 1 -

istical analysis. 

d) UneqUal rrumbers of repetitions for the vario;;.3 treatn1ents DJa'f 

be included uithout complicating the analys:i3 in most caseso 

the chief disadvantage of the design is that it is usually suited 

only for small numbers of treatments. When large numbers of tred tme:nts 

are ir.cluck;d the material nrust necessarily be spread over a relatively 

large experimental area. This generally increases tho variation among the 

troa tmont responses • For tho case in which tho variation ovor tho whole 

of tho oxporimontal aroa is relatively largo, it is possible to soloct 

more officiant designs than tho completely randomized ono • QL~i to fre

quently tho treatment moans aro moasurod more precisely in the more offic

iant designs with fowor replicates. Completely randomized bloc~s are sel

dom, if ever, used for field lay-out of experiments, the reason being that 

experience has shown that other designs are much more suitable • 
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Problem III.± 

Fifty-four plants were selected at random from the area planted to 

variety 109. These are the same plants on which dry vJeight of shrub vras 

obtained in Table III-1. The character rubber percentage was obtaine;d or 

the individual plants o The data. are g 

PJ ant No. lliu:...rnal~ Off~ Aber;·2.nts • Toj;,aJ_; 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Total 
He an 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(v) 

(vi) 

6.9? 6.2l 4,.28 
7oll 5o'70 7 ,,, 

~' . . J.. 

7u'26 6oJ4 0 .48 
6,.so 4~L~? ?·'71 
'7.\.Jl 5e:22 7 'j'l 
7 eiJQ 5~55 7 20 
6,35 4o45 7.u6 
6,3? 4o81;. 6 .. J.rJ 
7.29 5,'38 s -.s.3 
7.31 5.8?- 5,91 
6.86 6.J9 5.51 
6o81 5s'59 6 36 
6.43 6.06 
7.43 5.59 
6.68 6.74 
7.29 
7.12 
6.68 
7~34 
5V ~.._:J 

6c/~-l 
6.~5 
Po32 
6.82 
6~86 
6.48 
7.28 

Test the mean differences of normals and offtypes and of offtypes and 
abcr-rnnts by t-test. 

Are the variances homogeneous? 

Run covariance analysis of rubber-percentage (Y) on dry vie::ght of 
shrub. 

~oas the regression of the means differ from tl1e average within 
regression? 

Do tho within-type regressions differ from the average ui th:t 11 regression? 

Is tho variation among dry weight of shrubs sigP~ficnntlJ greater than 
that; among rubber percentages for R_berrants? · 
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Problem III-2. 
The following data on estimated grams of rubber per plant were 

obtained on the same plants of variety 109 as given in problem III-1. 

Plant No. Normals. Offt;ypes. Aberrants. Total. 

1 4.Cf/ 6.39 1.46 
2 7.73 4.77 0.89 
3 6.29 5.33 1.30 
4 6.84 4.88 0~41 
5 7.35 7.oo 3.57 
6 6.57 5o90 2,34 
7 10.60 3.82 1.51 
8 8.99 7.23 1.20 
9 8 •. 16 3.77 2ol9 

10 7ft58 7.00 1.,17 
11 4.00 6.61 0.91 
12 6.67 4.61 4.,11 
13 6.78 6.77 
14 8.91 7.23 
15 4.32 1.51 
16 7·30 
17 8.30 
18 5.47 
19 9.74 
20 8.86 
21 8.52 
22 10.62 
23 9.46 
24 7.93 
25 8o20 
26 12.47 
27 3.52 

Total 

(i) Are the within type varianoes homogeneous? 

(ii) Under the assumption of homogeneity of varianoes test the moan of 
highest versus lowest and give level of significance at 5 and 1 
per cent levels. 

(iii) Compute coefficil'"lts of var.le 'tion f'or eaoh type and for thu experi
ment~-
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Prob+_em III-).~ 

The 54 plants variety 109 were analyzed for resin percentages. The 

data followg 

Plant No .. Normals. Offtypes. Aberrants. Tokls, 

1 5-71 6.17 3.97 
2 6.15 6.o4 6.65 
3 6.05 5.89 5.44 
4 5.64 5.91 7.20 
5 . 3.85 5.22 6.52 
6 5.62 5.75 6.51 
7 5.60 5.38 5.92 
8 5.00 5·99 6.81 
9 6.o6 5.44. 7~34 

10 6.05 5.88 5.55 
11 5o24 6.13 5a22 
12 5.66 5.83 5 .. 95 
13 5c53 5.88 
14 6.2:) 6.34 
15 6.06 5.83 
16 6.10 
17 6,07 
18 7.13 
19 6.53 
20 5.83 
21 5.85 
22 5.67 
23 6.01 
24 5.64 
25 5.88 
26 5.63 
27 6.35 

Total 

(i) Do the types differ with regard to resin percentages at the end of 
one year's growth? 

(ii) Compute a least or mininn.nn significant difference. Does it have 
any meaning for these data? 

(iii) Compute the coefficient of variation. Do you believe that the 
variation among plants was so great as to obscure differences among 
the types for resin percentages? 
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problem III-:4. 

For the students' interest it is suggested that the following list 

of problems or examples be scrut.5.nizeC:. for whatever value they might have 

in connection with the design and analysis for a completely randorr,izcd 

design. 

G.W. Snedecor, Statistical Hethod.s, 1946 

Page Example 

226 Example 10.5 
227 II 10.8 
2.32 Table 10.12 
2.35 Example 10,15 
2.35 II 10.16 
2.36 Table 10.15 
242 Example 10.19 
244 Table 10.19 
247 " 10.20 
.3:8 II 12.1 
;:/~1 II 13.1 

C.H. Goulden, lfethods of Statistical Analysis, 1939 

Page 125 - Example 29 

W.H.Leonard and A. Clark, Field Plot Technique, 19.39 

Chapter 12, Table 1 • 
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Chapter IV. 

RANDOMIZED COl1PLETE BLOCKS DESIGN. 

by 

W.T. Federer. 

A randomized complete blocks design is one in which the 

site of the experiment is divided into a number of compact 

blocks9 each block containing as many plots as there are treat

ments. The treatments are assigned at random to the plots in 

each block. There are alight variations in the various ran

domized blocks designs. In some instances 9 a check variety or 

treatment may be included more than once in each block. 

Using the same example as in the design above, the five 

treatments A, B9 C9 D9 and E may be included in each of the 

four blocks once and only once. The following diagram illu

strates the experimental lay-out for the field 9 laboratory, or 

greenhouse. 
-

( D ~~ ( E ) ( A ) ( c ) ( B ) 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) 

----- .. ,.... ____ 

( A ) ( D ) ( B ) ( c ) ( E ) 
( 10 ) ( 9 ) ( 8 ) ( 7 ) ( 6 ) 

Block I 

II II 

" III ( B ) ( c ) ( A ) ( E ) ( D ) 
( 11 ) ( 12 ) (13 ) ( 14 ) ( 15) 

----
( E ) ( D ) ( A ) ( B ) ( c ) 
( 20 ) ( 19 ) ( 18 ) ( 17 ) ( 16) 

11 IV 

The breakdown of the total degrees of freedom is: 
Mean 

Source of variation Degrees of freedom ~~~ 

Among 5 treatments 4 T 
" 4 blocks 3 R 

Remainder or error 12 E 
---------~-- .. ------...-.-.__.-........ .---- .... ------- -~- _,. _____________ ...... -------- ---~--- ----- ... ____ ,.. .. 

Total 19 
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4lt As is apparent from the analysis~ three of the degrees of freedom 

are segregated from the error degrees of freedom, for a completely 

randomized design. These three degrees of freedom nre associated 

wlth the sum of squares attributable to the differences among 

the means of the four blocks. 

If an experiment had been conducted as a randomized complete 

blocks design~ it is possible to determine what the Efficiency 

would have been had the experiment been conducted as a completely 

randomized design. The calculated variance for the latter design 

is obtained from the sum of squares for blocks plus the sum of 

squares obtained by multiplying the error mean square by the 

treatment plus error degrees of freedom and dividing by the total 

degrees of freedom. Symbollically, this isg 

E'= .(treatmenulus erro.r degrees of fr~)_E+(ELock~ees_af~R 
treatment + error + block degrees of freedom 

The efficiency of the randomized complete blocks design 

relatj_ve to the completely randomized design is the ratio of the 

amount of informations on the designs. The amount of information 

(Fisher, Design of Experiments 1942, and Snedecor, Statistical 

Methods, 1946) is defined as the reciprocal of the error variance. 

The efficiency of the randomized complete blocks design relative 

to 11ha t it vvould have been :tad a completely randomized design 

been used is 

1 I 
E/1 

ET 
..£ 

= E in percent. 

The increase in efficiency due to the use of randomized complete 

~ blocks is equal to 

1 - _E' in percent. 
E 



The shape of the complete block is usually as nearly square 

as uossible 9 the reason for this being that the experimenter has 

little or no knowledge ~egarding the vari~tion in p~rpendicular 

directions. Therefore 9 he usually selects a square or nearly 

square complete block and hopes that the variation is about equal 

in both directions. In some instances; it may be extremely undesir-

able to use square blocks. An example of this vTould be the lay-out 

of a randomized co:wplete blocks experiment on contours. A single 

block should probably be confined to one contour 9 Hhich -vmuld 

result in a long narrovJ block. The variation dovm one conto'l:.r 

would probably be more nearly equal to the variation along the 

contour than if the complete block were designed to include several 

contours. Another example of this vroulcl be in the design of a 

• greenhouse experiment for the case 1.rhere the heat source might be 

at one side of the experiment. Here again 9 the experimenter might 

• 

:)ro:Li ta bly choose a long narrmr block rather than a square one. 

Although it had been commonly advocated that only square blocks be 

used, the experimenter may be better off on the average if he 

follovs the general rule to select a replicate shape that would 

make the variation in both directions approximately equal, and, 

consequentlys making the variation within the whole block as small 

as possible. The variation among the replicates possible for the 

e::-:perimental site should be maximized. 

The size and shape of the plots Hithin a complete block have 

been discussed by a number of 11mrkers. (Love 9 Hutchinson and Paw;e ,, 

Cochran, etc.) In general it may be advocated that long narrow 

plots are preferable to square ones. The object in this case is to 

select plot sizes and shapes so that the variation a:nong them is as 

s~all as possible. 
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The amount of replication required will depend upon the pre-

• cis ion \<Ii th \Ihich the experimenter 'l!lishes to measure the treatment m 

r::eans. He usually has some idea regarding the co-efficient of 

• 

• 

variation in the material under observation. Also he has some 

idea of the size of the difference between two treatments vlhich is 

of practical significance. With these facts then~ he may decide 

the appro:~imate number of replicates to use, by choosing the number 

of replicates giving the desired degree of precision. 

are: 

The chief advantages of the randomized complete blocks design 

(i) Accuracy. This design has been shown to be more accur

ate than the previous design for most types of experi

mental work. The elimination of the blocks sum of 

squares from the error sum of squares usually results 

in a decrease in the error mean square. 

(ii) Flexibility. The design places no restrictions on 

the number of treatments or on the number of replicates. 

In general 9 however 9 at least two replicates are 

required to obtain tests of significance,(see later 

chapters for exceptions). In addition 9 the standard or 

check treatments may be included more than once with 

little complication to the analysis. 

(iii) Ease of analysis. The statistical analysis is simple 

and rapid. Moreover 9 the error of any treatment compari-

son can be isolated and any number of treatments may be 

omitted from the analysis \vi thout complicating it. These 

facilities may be useful ·1:1hen certain treatment differ

ences turn out to be very large? when some treatments 
produce crop failures or 1·1hen the e:xp erimental rna terial 

is heterogeneous. 
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The chief disadvantage of the randomized blocks design is 

4t that it is not too suitable for large numbers of treatments, or 

for cases in \Ihich the complete block contains consider2.ble 

variability. 

• 

• 

Because of its advantages regarding accuracy9 flexibility? 

and ease of analysis 9 the ra~domized complete blocks design is 

probably the most widely used of any design. 

The advantages9 computational procedure9 and efficiency of 

randomized complete block designs are illustrated in the 

follmling examples. 

Exar@le_ IV -1. 

Uniformity trial data on corn (Zuber 9 1940) '\vere used to 

construct the first numerical example illustrating stati~-tical 

computatipns involved for data obtained from randomized compJ_ete 

blocks experiments. The 12 plot yields in Table IV-1 represent 

the yield in pounds of ear corn per 2xl0 hill plot. The spacing 

bet\1een hills 1:1as 3.5 feet. Thus 9 the dimensions of an individual 

plot are 7x35 feet and of the complete block9 35x21 feet. The 

plot and block shape agree fairly vrell with the principles 

enm1ciated in the foregoing section. Before proceeding with the 

computations9 it should be remembered that the 3 so-called 

varieties9 A 9 B 9 and C9 are the same thing. The comparisons among 

the "varieties" may be called dummy _gornnarisons9 but these are 

made only to illustrate the numerical procedure and some interpret~ 

ations involved in the course of experimentation. 

All computations necessary to obtain the analysis of variance 

table are given in Tables IV-1 and 2. The F values were obtained 

as 
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TABLE IV-1. Field arrangement of 3 varieties of corn in 4 randomized 
complete blocks. Plot sizes of 2xl0 hills of cern with 

I 

1 - c 

30.6 

3.5 feet betwe~n h~]..)J>_!.._. _________ _ 

2 - B 3 -A 4 - A 

32.0' 30.3 33.0 

II 

5 - B 

34.4 

6 - c 

33.1 

IV-6 

--------~--------~---------r----------,-----------------4 

gl\12 2:_<_9 c-+-rT--1-1-31_~_6_~._ • .._t'_l_o_3_·:_. : _ _.t__9_;_1-~o_A_. ___ '~==-8 =-2_:_.2_c __ : _7_2: __ ·_7_B_! 

- iv 1III ,...__ ______ 42 feet----------;. 

Totals 
Replic:\t(J I I 92.9 

" II I 100.5 
" III 89.9 
" IV 4.0 

Mee..ns 

Variety A 125.9 31 4S 
" B 128 .6 32 .15 
,; c 122.8 30.70 

• Total 377.3 31.44 
----------~· ·------~------· -------

••• 

TABlE IV-2. Sums of squares and ann1ysis of variance table for data in 
Table IV-L -------

C t . t S,.377 .3) 2 
orrec 1on erm = 12 = 

Total sum of squares = 
30.62 + ••• + 29.92 - (377.3) 2 

12 

Replicate sum of squares = 
92.92 + ••• +94.02 - (377.3): 

3 12 

Variety sum of squares = 

11,862.94 

= 11,890o97 - 11,862o94 
= 28.03 with 11 d.f. 

= 11,882.89 - 11,862.94 
= 19.95 with 3 d.f. 

125.92 + 128.62 + 122.82 - (377 3) 2 
i2. = 11,867.15- 11,862.94 

= 4.21 with 2 d.f. 

Interaction sum of squares by subtraction = 

2cL03- 19.95 - 4.21 = 3.87 with 6 d.f. 

Analysis of variance 
Source of variation 
Replicates 
Varieties 
Error 
Total 

of yields~ 
d.f. 
-3-

2 
6 

11 

~ 
19.95 
4.21 
3.87 

m.s. 
6.650 
2.105 
0.64_2 

F 
10.31 

3.26 



• and 

F = 2.j..Q2 = 3.26 (F05 = 5.14)· 
0.645 

IV-7. 

The latter F value exceeds the tabulated F ~lue at the one 

percent level afprobability9 for 3 degrees of freedom in the 

greater mean square and 6 in the lesser mean square. A more appro

priate F test of the differences among whole blocks (for the case 

of uniformity trial data on1z) would be the replicate mean 

square divided by the .·within repl:ic ate mean square 9 

F _ 6.65o 8 = 6.Q.2o ___ 6 ~a - ~+ 3. 7 1.01 - •/ 
8 

-vrhere F05 (3 and 8 d.f.) = 4.07 and F01 = 7. 59. 

In either case 9 the particular layout was effective in removing 

• var:ia tion. 

• 

The F test of the "variety" differences indicates that the 

variation among the 3 means are not to be considered unusually 

large. The probability of obtaining an F of 3.26 or larger may 

be approxima~ from the formula given by E. Paulson (Annals.Math. 

Stat. 1942). This formula is applicable for 3 or more d.f. in 

the error variance. Using Paulson's formula an F of 3.26 or 

larger occurs in 20 to 30 percent of the cases 9 thus 

in the numerator of F) .. 
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::: 1.23? 'I:Jhich may be compared with the tabulated values 

of t for 6 d.f. (see Fisher 9 Statistical Methods 9 Table IV9 p.l699 

1944). 

A more accurate probability value for an experimental F may 

be obtained from the formula set forward by Bancroft (Annals of 

Nath.Stat. 194?) 

In general practice 9 non-sigr1ificance among the 3 means would 

be the end of computations. Ho1·rever? the experimenter may still 

vmnt to lmm·J the coefficient of variability and the magnitude of 

differences necessary for significance. The coefficient of 

41 variation is 

• 

v::: + 
X 

== i_o. 6~J-= == 

31.44 
o.8Q3. == 

31.44 
2.6 percent, 

vlhi ch is lovr for most experimental -vmrk on corn yields vli th 2xl0 

hill plots (the average coefficient of variation for corn yield 

trials in Iowa is about 9-12 percent for randomized complete 

blocks designs. Federer 9 1948). 

The average least significant difference between 2 variety 

means is 

The least significant difference for the comparison of the 

highest with the lowest yielding variety in a sample of 3 

(Snedecor, 1946 Table 5.5) is 

lsd == 3.34(.568) == 1.90. 
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The standard error of a mean is 

s- = X 
0.803 
,;-r;- = 

IV-9. 

o.4o • 

The efficiency of this design compared to vrhat it '\riould have 

been had a co~pletely randomized design been used is the ratio of 

the t1:ro variances 9 

~o.64z)C2 + 6) + 6.65oC3) 
2+6+3. 
0.645 

= ~ = 354 percent. 

This means that (3.5)(4) = 14 replicates of a completely randomized 

design \vould have been required to estimate the 1:1eans vTi th the same 

precision as the present design, with only 4 replicates. It might 

be pointed out that such large gains in efficiency~ 25t1- percent 9 

are not generally expected • 

The z test (Fisher 9 Statistical Methods) may be used in lieu 

of the F test if desired. For this example 

Z = !- ~loge 2.105 - loge 0.645 ~ 
- l ( .7444 - 9.561 + 10 ) = 
- 2 ( ) • 592 

and the z value (Table VI, Fisher 9 Statistical Nethods) at the 5 

percent point for n2 = 6 and n1 = 2 degrees of freedom is 0.8188. 

The z test agrees vTi th the F as it should since 

~xample IV-2. 

The preceding example illustrates the a.nc>.lysis for one unit 

• per plot. In some instances several units per plot may be measured. 

In a feeding trial of -vreight groups and rations several steers 
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could be included in each cell or lot of the two-way classifica-

tion or for a randomized blocks field experiment several observa

tions of the same variable could be taken on each plot. 

The data presented in Table IV-3 represent the grams of rubber 

obtained from 2 randomly selected plants in a plot for each of the 

7 varieties of guayule planted in the 5 replicates. The alloca

tion of the varieties to the seven plots in each replicate was 

random. The plot size was 28 plants long by 12 rows wide with 20" 

bet\veen plants within a row and 24" between rows resulting in a 

plot of 1~ [(28x20) x (12x24)] = 462/3 1 x 24'. The replicate size 

was 7x24 1 by 4-62/3 1 = 168 1 x 462/3 1 • The shape of the replic·EJ:te 

may not have been the most desirable except for the fact that the 

irrigation was perpendicular to the length of the replicate. In 

such an experiment, the best guess was to have a rectangular 

shaped replicate in preference to a square one 9 since the plots in 

each replicate would be treated similarly with regard to time and 

amount of irrigation. However 9 plots 6 rows wide by 56 plants 

long may have been the best shape in relation to ropl:icate shape 

for this experiment. In instances where the plot shape is fixed 

the rectangular shaped replicate may prove to be the most efficient 

for irrigation experiments. 

The sums 9 means 9 and sums of squares for the data in Table 

IV-3 are presented in Table IV-4-. The results are summarized in 

Table IV-5. The mean squares are obtained from the division of 

the s~ms of squares by the appropriate degrees of freedom • 
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T.ABI..E IV-3. Field arrangement of 7 varieties of guayule in 5 randomizc;d complete blocks and \oroight 

(gr~LlS) of rubber for 2 randorclz selected .JlJ.nnts. . .. -·~·-- .. ___ _ 

-· I 7-13o-4.o6 6-4o6-6.65 5-593-6.85 
-3.75 -6.17 -4.94 

--... ~-----· ------·----
8-109-4.07 9-593-5-92 10-.t:. o· 5-1.85 

-7.73 -5.00 -6.1,4 

21-593-3.88 20-407-2.59 19-406-7.77 
-6.22 -'~·79 -6.91 

-
22-130-4.43 23-109-6.84 24-405-6.49 

7~31 -0.89 8.55 

35-593•5 .82 34-130-6.64 33-416-0.48 
-5.08 -5.92 1.97 

I _l 

_. __ ,_ ____ ,. 
4-109-1.46 3-416-2. 

-6.39 -2. 

__ ..,._, __ --- -- .... ---~ ..... ·-- ____ _..._- --... 

11-406-4.06 12-416-4. 
-6.65 -5· 

-· .. ------- ------· .. 
18-416-2.oj 17-130-6. 

-5.08 4. 

.... _. ____ ----·-· 
25-416-5 .41 26-593-6. 

-o.87 6. 

32~-05-7 .30 31-406-8. 
-4.19 -50 

96 
71 

35 
85 

1~2 

72 

71 
67 

11 
95 

2-405-2.53 
-6.93 

13-1.30-9.27 
-6.64 

16-405-5.20 
0.90 

27-407-6.46 
-10.66 

.30-109-7 • .35 
-5 • .3.3 

I 

1-407-2.06 
-6.12 

14-407-5.00 
-5.12 

-6.29 I 
-4.77 

I .. 
I----

28-4o6-6.12 
-8.21 

29-407-7.66 
-5.00 

I 

--~2:x7 =84 f_t_!'-.. -·--·~ ----- -- _l ___ _j ------
___ _,__ ----------

I First no.= plot no.; second no.= varietal designatj on,o.nd lest tvro numbers equal w:Jight of rubber in grams 
from tho tva ple.nts. 

H 
<: 
I 

~ 
• 
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.'I..c.k-JJ!._of l).ots viclds tmC su:r:s oi' sc:tlr~rcs • 

V:-.r:.ct_y I II I !I IV __ y_ 
Tot.~.l..:. Moan. 

109 7.35 11.30 11.06 7o73 12.63 51~12 5 Jl2 
130 7.~n 15,91 11 .lit }1o74 J.2 56 59.16 5.916 
l:.G5 9.1...6 3.~9 6 .. 10 15 .rJ.~ ).1.49 5o,3s 5,.033 
l:.c6 22.32 10.71 11>.63 J./~.33 l4oo6 f.() .60 6.660 
/.~r.7 3.1S 10.12 7.33 17.12 12.66 55 .1:-6 5 < 51!-<S 
1:.:.6 5.67 10,20 7.11 6.23 2 ./:.5 :31·71 3 171 
sc;J lJ .?C) 10.92 J.O .. lO 13.33 10·90 57.09 5 709 ------

Tctr-.1 63.53 77.95 67.57 35.62 76.no 371.52 5,3Cfl 

Totc.l SUT:1 cf sr..l.l[".!'CS • 

2.o62 + 6.122 + 2.532 + ••• + 5.f.l22 + 5.002 •• (37L5_~ = 2237.1:.39 -J-97L;n6 

SUJ71 o:::' sr:u.c.:ecs for rc"1licr-.tcs 

6J.5.S2 + • .. + 76.802 (371.52) 2 _ 
- - 1Z: -- - 70 -

Sun of Srtur,ros f'or vc.r:i.ct5.os ' 

51.122 + ooo+ 57,022 -
J.O 

Su..;.·:! O)~ Sr!un.res of !Jlo t. totc.ls · 

(371.52) 2 = 
70 

70 

21.995 

7.352 + 11.no2 + ... + 10.90: _ t371.22J~ _ 21~s.1o2 -J.o/71.316 = 176.236 
2 70 -

Sum or oqunrcs for interaction or rc';')J.icf''tOS nnd v··r~ct:i.::-;s by subtrr·ct,ion = 
176.2G6 - 70.931 - 2L995 = :13.360 t.r:i.th 24 cJ .r. 

(6.12 - 2.06) 2 + (6.93 - 2._5..31: + + 
2 2 ••• 

.{2_~;32 - 2 .os ):. 
2 

= 6.122 + 2.062 - (6.12 +2.06j 2 + 6.932 + 2.532 - ~~3 + 2.531: 
2 2 

+ ·•• + 5.322 + 5.082 - (10.90)a 
2 

= 2287.489 - 211~.102 = 1.39.387 • 
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T~l>le IV-5. Analysis of Variance for the Data 
of Table IV-3. 

Source of variation d.f. ~ ~ 

Replicates 4 21.995 5.4988 
Varieties 6 70.931 11.8218 
Experimental error 24 83.360 3.4733 
Sampling error 35 139.387 3.9825 

F 

l. 58 
3.40 

-.....-....------ --- ,.. ___ _... __________ ,.., .. 

Total 69 315.673 
._ ... ______ --- ~---·-· .... __ .... ·-------- ' . _.........._., ... -.--~-- ---- --d-------~ -~ -

In tho preceding table 9 two errors are listed9 experimental and 

sampling. The experimenter may often be in a quandary a.s to which 

cno to use. The answer depends upon vJhj_ch hypothesis he desires to 

test. If the worker wishes to confine his remarks to the particular 

5 replicates used above, then the sampling error should be used for 

testing the variation among variety means. If on the other hand9 

the experimenter is not so conservative and wishes to make an 

· inference about the true differences among the 7 varieties from the 

sample of 5 replicates, then the experimental error should be used. 

The last cited instance is the one of practical importance in most 

cases. 

The sampling error for the data in Table IV-3 is larger than 

the experimental error but not significantly so. If the variation 

of plot means from plot to plot after removing replicate and variety 

effect is zero in the population then it would be expected that the 

experimental error would be smaller in about 50 percent and larger 

in 50 percent of the samples. If the latter error is significantly 

smaller than the sampling error 9 it would be concluded that a 

~ significant negative intraclass correlation (Snedecor and Fisher) 

existed. The explanation would depend upon the particular type of 

biologic& material involved. 
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Even though the experimental error is smaller~ it is the best 

estimate of the error term for testing the significance of the diff··~· 

orence among treatment means. The experimenter may "1.-Tish to be more 

conservative and use the sampling error and the degrees of freedom 

associated uith the experimental error. Other schemes could be 

followed, but the most logical ene is to use the experimental error 

as the estimate of error variation in making various tests of 

hypotheses. 

Tho F test of tho difference among the 7 treatment means is 

F = 11.8218 
3.4733 = 3.4-o. 

For 24- and 6 degrees of freedom tho F values at the 5 and 1 porce:nt 

points arc 2.51 and 3.677 respectively. An F value as large as or 

larger than the experimentJl F value 9 has a probability of occur-

renee equal 2 to 3 percent. 

The next question of importance \vould be to d ctcrnine VJhich, 

if any? of tho 7 nresumab~~ unrela~ed varieties are significantly 

different vTi th respect to yield of rubber at the end of one grmlinf 

season. Tho answer to this question has only ll!:cently been auppl5_ec1.., 

Duncan (19477 Ph.D.Thosis 9 Iowa State College) obtained the test of 

significance for any pair among the 3 or 4- items in the test. Tukcy 

(Biometrics? In press)? using a different approach, considered tho 

problem by segregating the k means intoromogeneous subgroups. This 

test probably is more conservative than the significance level 

indicates9 but it is ea~to use and makes uses of published prob

ability tables. 

In making use of Tukey 1 s ingenious method to determine which 

varieties differ significantly, nc various steps are illustrated 

"l.·ri th the data of the present example. 
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Step 1. Choose ~ significa~ level • 

The 5 percent level is chosen for this eY~mple. 

Ste~ 2. Calculate the difference which would have been 

significa~t if there ~re but ~ ~eties. 

This is equivalent to computing a least or mini

mum significant difference. The standard error 

of a variety mean is 

sx 
Therefore, 

lsd 

= I 3.4733 v 10 = 

2.064(1.414)(0.589) 

= 1.719. 

Step 3. Arran_ru:! th~ means in order and if any tv10 adja.:_9.§..:r:t~ 

means deviate ~ ~ than the l..§Q~ QQ.:P.S;!.der th~,m 

~ subgroup endpoints. 

The seven means arranged in order and the 

difference between 2 adjacent means are: 

Variety 

406 
130 
593 
407 
109 
405 
416 

Mean Yield Difference 

Average 

The mean of variety 416 is more than one lsd lm1er 

than the next adjacent mean 9 variety 405. Therefore 

at the end of step 3, the 7 varieties are divided 

into 2 groups9one containing 6 varieties and the 

other one variety. ll llQ group. contains more than --
~ means9 the process terminates. 
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Step 4. In each g,rol.,ill of .3. Q!. ~ IQ§_an~ find t_he grand )1le<:J.n9 

or 

~ most divergent ~9 and the difference of these 

2 divided & sx • Convert these ratios _int9 apuroxi

mate unit normal deviates £y findip~ 

3 ( 1 + 1 ) 
(~ ne ) 

(~ 3 means in a group). 

(3 means in a group). 

Separate off £..11Y stragglin_g Q.t diver_r,_E;mt !)lean for 

which this is signi f'icant at the chose11 tv.ro-sicJ.ed 

$ignificance ~ for the noDJla...h 

For the group of 6=k means the average is xt=5.664 

and the most divergent mean from the general mean is 

that for variety 406 9 xd= 6.660. The error degrees 

of freedom (Table IV-5) is n =24. Substituting e 

the.se values in the formula, 

I - . - I L l xt·-xd 6 k 6.660-2.664 - log 6 s- -..,-log 
0.589 5 X 

3( 1 + 1 ) = 
( 1 + ) 3 1 

(lt ne ) CT 21+ ) 

= ~(1.691 - 0.934) = 0.865. 

A normal deviate of 0.86 or larger is expected to 

occur about 39 percent of the time in random sampling 

(Table I9 Fisher9 Statistical Methods). 

Thus this step has produced no further subdivision of 

the group of 6 means. If such had been the case the 
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above process would have been continued ru1til no 

further subdivision into subgroups vms possible. 

Step 5. Calq_ulate the .§JIDl .of §g_u~:r.~ o£: d~viati9J!.S. :fl:Qill .t.h~ 

ELQ'IJ.P wean, and the corre.§.PondiM illQ__an .§.g_-g.are for 

each g_rOll..J2 m: ~subgro'lill of .3. .Q.t )JlOre ~12_l ~in_g from 

step h Using sx2 .§:..§.the denominator 9 cal_G..'\d.l_ate tl1§. 

varig_~ ratto and .sum.ll the E test. 

The sum of squares of the deviations of the 6 means 

from their average mean is 

6 • 6 6 02 + 5. 916 2 + ••• + 5. 0 3 8 2 -6 ( 5. 6 6 3 5) 2 

= 194.2194 - 192.4514 = 1.7680. 

The mean square is 0.3536 and the F is 

F = 0.~536 = 1 02 3. 733/10 . • 

The nonsignifica.nt F indicates no overall evidence cf 

difference in yield for the 6 varieties. 

Thus 9 the method of Tukey indicates that variety 416 was sig~ 

nificantly lovler than the others in yield of rubber and that the 

variation in yield among the remaining 6 varieties was no larger 

than might logically be ascribed to chance. 

Tile above method is applicable to a group of unrelated 

varieties or treatments and was carried through to illustrate the 

procedure. However 9 considerable information concerning the 

relationships of the 7 varieties was available. Variety 109 was 

the only 54~ chromosome variety in the group9 the remaining were in 
+ the 72- category. A logical comparison would be the mean of the 

72's versus the mean of the 54 chromosome variety 9 



[6(51.12)- 59.1$- 50.38 - ••• -57.09] 2 
10[36 + 1 +1 + T+~l+T+Tr-

~122 + [59.16+ .•• +57.09] 2 371.522 
liT~ 60 , - 70 
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= 

= 0.4456. 

Also 9 it \vas known that varieties 406 and 130 vlere selections from 

593" The 2 degrees of freedom among these three means could 

logically be partitioned into 2 single degrees of freedom repre

senting the comparison of the two selections with the parent va.r-

i.ety and the comparison between the selections a 

j\.mq_n_g__ _lJ.Q ?. __ 406 .2.apd 293 ~ 
.22_J,62+ 66. 60~+ _5.7_.~ 

10 
m + 406 versus .293g 

[59.16+ 66.60 -2(57.09)] 2 
10[1+1+4] 

- [59.16+ 66.60+ 57.09] 2 
30 

130 ver?£§..._ lto6: 

(59.16 -66.60)~ = 
10(1+1) 

182.852 = 6 30 5.002 . 

= 2.2349. 

Furthermore varieties 130 9 406, and 593 are phenotypically 

different from the remaining 3 varieties, 405 9 407 9 and 416. The 

former have round greenish leaves and short branching habit \vhile 

the latter group have long serrated grayish green leaves and longer 

branches. A logical comparison vwuld be between the 2 groups of 

means 9 

[59.16 +66.60 + 57.09 -50,38 -55.46 -31.71]2 }_ 
. lO(i + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1) . ~ = 31-.2015. 

The remaining 2 degrees of freedom make up the comparison'S 

• among the 3 vario ties 405 ~ 407, and 416, with the following sum 

of squares7 
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It vras not known \'That relationship existed B.mong the 3 varieties 

and vli thout further ir;..~ormation, the partitioning of the variety 

stun of squares is finished. Tukey's test may be applied to 

these 3 means and it vTas found that 2 subgroups are formed 

consisting of 405 and 407 in one group and 416 in the other. 

The sums of squares are summarized in Table IV-6 and as 

a partial check they should add up to the total 9 70.931. 

TABLE IV-6. Partitioning of thG treatment sum of squares from 

Table IV-.2.~-~ -···~---~-·--·-··--··~ 
Source of variation. d.f. Sum of I Nean F 

squares. square. -., ___ .... _ 
Varieties 6, 70.931 11.8218 3.40 

109 vs.others I 1 . 0.4456 : 0.4456 
130+406 vs. 593 I 1 : 2.2349 1 2. 2349 : 
130 vs.406 1 ~ 2. 7677 ! 2. 7677 ; 
130 9406 9 593 vs. 1 )34,2015 ;34.2015: 9.85 

405,4079416 I 
Among 405,407,416 2 !31.2813 ·15. 6406 4. 50 

error 24 E.xrr_. 8J.J60 ,3.4133 --·..--- ·---·--
F= 9.85 exceeds the tabulated F at the one percent point and . 

F=4.50 exceeds the F value at the 5 percent point. The mean of 

the 3 varieties, 1309 4069 and 593 and of the 3, 405,407,and ~-16 

cannot be considered as coming from the same general population. 

However, upon examination of the latter 3 varieties, it vlas 

found that they did not repre~ent a homogeneous group and that 

the very 10\v yield of variety 416 accounts for the large F 

values in both instances. 

The amount of variability relative to the mean in this 

experiment was much higher than desired. The coefficient of 

variation is 
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.307 = 1 •318 = 25 percent. 5.307 

IV-20 

The standard deviation Qer nlant ~ yield is V3.4733/2 or it 

is the standard deviation resulting from an analysis of the plot 

means. The verification that division of the error mean square 

by 2 (equals number of items from each plot) results in the same 

value as that obtained from using the plot means in the analysis9 

is left as an exercise for the student. 

The efficiency of this design relative to vrhat it would have 

been had a completely randomized design been used is 

Eff. = 
21.422 + 3 .4433L6+242 

+ 6 + 2 - 3.2116 = 07 t 3 .1+733 -~--- - 3. 4733 1 percen 9 

or a gain in efficiency of 7 percent • 
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Probletm_J_V -1. 
For example IV-l 9 make the assumption that varieties B and C 

are two entries of the same variety 9 say D. Complete the follmving 

analysis of variance tab~eg 

Som:Q._~_Q..:[_va~;i.a tion 

Replicates 
D vs. A 
B vs. C 
Rem<iind~r ___ _ 
Total 

3 
1 
1 ) 
6 ~ 

11 

Unde:c what conditions vJould the pooled error with 7 d. f. be 

used? Compute the standard error for testing the difference 

betw~en the means of varieties A and D and the least or minimum 

significant difference. 

Problem IV-2. 
--- Compute the coefficient of variation, the standard error of a 

meanJ and standard error of a difference fDr a mean on a plot total 

basis for example IV-2. If the means were on a basis of the plot 

total of 2 plants 9 would the efficiency of the design be changed? 

Explain. 

Pro blEim IV-3 • 
Use Tukey's method for testing the significance of the means in 

Tables 10.3 and 11,9 and example 11.28 9 Snedecor 9 Statistical Method~ 

1946. Assume no relationship among the entries in the test. Why? 

Problem IV-4. 
Obtqin the expected values for the example IV-1 from the 

formula 

i .. 
:LJ = experimental mean + variety effect + replicate effect 

= X+ v. + r. 
:L J 

= variety mean + replicate mean - experiment mean. 

and compute the following sums of squares 
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= 

= 

and 
4 

.. 1: (X3J.-f3 .)2 
J==l J 

= 

What conclusions would you draw from the computations rrade? 

Prq_12J-errL_lY-4. 
The following data on resin percentage and shrub weight 

(grams) of plants were obtained for the varieties and replicates 

of example IV-2. Do the varieties differ with regard to resin 

percentage after being corrected to a constant shrub weight? (See 

De Lury9 Biometrics 9 Sept. 1948), Would you suggest a transforma

tion for these :_:rercentages? Why or why not? 
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TABLE 15.10 

Yields of 'klh.E?..~! in ~ 23 ~ori al I2ffie~nt 1§-id io\om jn ~ LaJ.itl §mlJ.ll.'~ 
~gen hl, f-l.10~·rlli.91'.2 .. l!f hl, ill}Q PotassiJ.!m hlliere tried at Tuo Levels, 

t~one Sll!!! Sc~. .LU I.llili.cates No ~::liJ-iz~, 

p n np k nk (1) npk pk 

18.3 12.2 18.3 15o8 11.4 11.5 19.4 18.9 

n nk pk npk p k np (1) 
12.9 7.3 17.4 17.2 19.7 12.0 19.0 15.6 

ru: np n p (1) npk pk k 
l0.7 1?.5 10.4 J.8.o . 9.6 16.6 17·5 14·3 

pk k npk (1) n np p nk 
18.3 12.6 14.2 12.2 11.4 14.5 16.9 16.1 

np (1) nk n pk p k npk 
17o9 12.8 1.3.3 11 • .3 16.5 15.6 10.9 16.7 

k pk (1) np npk n nk p 
14.9 18.2 12.8 17.1 15.8 9.5 8.9 20o6 

npk p k pk np nk (1) n 
19.0 18.9 11.2 17.1 17.9 8.6 10.2 14.5 

(1) npk p nk k pk n np 
17.5 20.4 20.8 16.4' 16.8 18.5 1.3.6 2.3.0 

Treatment Sums. 
--- -----

(1) 102.4 p llf9.3 np 145.2 pk 142.4 
n 95.8 k 108.5 nk 92.7 npk 1.39 • .3 

Preliminary Analysis of Variance. 

Source of Veriation Degrees of Sum of He an 
Freedrxrn. Sguares. Sguare. 

Trea t.rnents 7 51.3.79 73.4 
Error 42 2.190 
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_'ll';5b,E 12 .lOb • 

d.f. ~ ~..:. E Effects 

Treatments 7 513.739 
N 1 13.690 6.25 -29.6 
p 1 4S8.410 223.02 176.8 
K 1 L50l ) -9,8 
NP 1 3.610 ) 15.2 
NK 1 L051 ) 2.3.38 1.07 . -3.2 
PK 1 3.901 ) -15.8 
NPK 1 1.626 ) 10.2 

Error 42 2.190 

F 0 5 ( 42, 1 d .. f ) = 4. (J7 

---------=~.~~~~:.·_? = 7·~---·---·--
TABLE 15 .,lla 

Effects cl: Nitrogen ill hlhe.a:t E7pedment 

(1) 
n 
p 
np 
k 
nk 
pk 
npk 

Sum of Y~elds 
102.4 
95.8 

11~9 .3 
145.2 
lO~L5 
92.7 

142.4 
139.3 

-4.1 

-15.8 

-3.1 

---- ----· 
Total -29.6 

--~-~·--.-~-·---··---

12.7 

15.2 10.2 

------------· -~--·-----·- ·---~-----

K NK Treatments p Kp 
---·-·-

(1) 102.4 6.1 (1) 102.4 46.9 
k 108.5 p 149.3 -13.0 
n 95.8 -3.1 k 108.5 .33.9 
nk 92.7 pk 142.4 
0 J/:.9 .3 -6.9 1.0 n 95.8 49.4 
pk 142.4 np 145,2 - 2.8 
np 11~5 .2 -5·9 nk 92.7 46.6 
npk 139.3 npk 139.3 

-9.8 -15.8 



The treatments were two salt sprays to control weeds in beets and the check 
\·ras ordinary cultivation. It is desired to determine if the se.lt s~;.cays 
result in a decrease in yield. 

• ANS\>JER. 

• 

T'~e experimenter used the above design. It was suspected that treat
ments A and B would give a lm.ror yield than the check. Tf,e opposite result 
-vras obtained, that is, the yieldr. were incree.sed. Since the arrangement is 
entirely systematic 9 no correct measure of variation is possible. The experi
menter is at a loss then to determine if the yields for treatments A and B 
were significantly higher than the yield of the check. The only vay he can 
find this out is to re-rw1 the experiment in a design that is subject to 
statistical analysis. 

The experimenter vrho designed thio experiment was fortunate in another 
\-ray. '!he experiment was conducted at another location. '!he interaction of 
treatments and locations may be used as an estimate of the error for testing 
the differences between treatments. The experimenter could have g8ined con
siderably more information by using several latin squares or randomized blocks 
designs rather than the systematic arrangement used. The soil gradient in this 
experiment was such that the check yields on one end of the exp0riment were 
diffE:;rent from those on the othor end, the yield being progressively smaller • 
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QUERY 2. 

In a storage experiment •·ri t..'l 1-year-old cherry treos, thore arc 
eight treatments of 80 trees each. Because of the size and shape of tho plot 
of grotmd where they are to be planted, they Hill bo planted in .32 rows of 
20 trees E:ach. 

HE:asurements and observations to be made are the numbor surv~vJ.ng, 
tho longth of shoot growth tho first year, and tho diameter increase tho 
f~~·et and soccnC. year. Tho trees wi11 probably be removed aftc;r t.ho secoLC. 
yea! a 

What kind of design shculd be used in planting? 

In any experiment of this nature the storage treatments should also 
be replicated in the place of stQrage. If four replicates are to be used,then 
it would be wise to divide the 8·J trees for each tr<:Ja.t:ment into four lots of 
20 and place tD.em in four posi tio:1s in the s ·Carage place. If it is possi bJ.e 
all eient trea-c.ments shoul<.l be put into one part of the storage place nnd the 
second eight t~ea t!'lents in another part of the storage place, 1:1.nd so forth. In 
this way, the effects of di[ferent places of storage will be confounded ·vi th 
the differences among the replicates in the field. If more replicates in the 
field are to be used then it will probably be advisable to increase the numb0r 
of repli8ates in tl1a storage place accordingly. 

Of course, the most efficient design ~-rould be to use one tree per plot 
and thus replicete the tre~tments 80 times. Usually this is considered imprac
tical. Therefore it is su5gested that theexperimenter use four or eight repli
cates, depending upon the. precision with which he wishes to measure the troa t
mont differcnc-Js, and to use plots of either one row by 20 trees or one row by 
10 trees. Tho randomized complete blocks design of oither four or eight repli
cates will probably be quite suitable, since the area of the experimental site 
is small. The complE:tc block should be such that tho variation in both direc
tions is approximately oqual. Since the area is relatively small, the best 
shnpe for tho complete block would probably be approximately a square~ 
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Q!!¥:RY . .b 
In evaluating the results of an experiment by the analysis of variance, 

is it permissible to excll~de from the averages of each replicate of each treat
ment, tl:e dRta from inC',ividual count plants vhich e.rG obviously extremes 1Jecause 
of extraneous influe.ncing factOl~s? 

For exam.pleg ExperiP'lent designed to neasure the effect of certain 
sp:-ays on :."ield :9er vine • 

Yield data (pornds of fruit per vine) from grape test in 11hich all 
count vines P3re "control-pruned." There '~:ere sovera.l tree.tments included 
in the experim.ent \·Thich -vras p1.nnteo. in L~ randonized cor1plete blocks. Yield 
da-ta Trerr-; o1Jt.sined on 8 vines per trea.traent per reiJl:Lcate. The :riel.d ratH 
for t:·.'ea tl"1ont :-me :fol1oc.rs ~ 

.'[-re.p. t; ~T!_~_l... __ :§.QI_cl.~.!P~"~ 

Count ·,·J.ne :No. l 
Rep. A 15 

" B 14 
t. c 15 
" D 18 

.3:-::S_~lG_Q_ j_,.'i_.§:..-qR:l,?-ca.t}_op,.§} 
2 :2 !!: .2. 6 1 ~ 

1? 28 15 ].I~ 16 2 17 
1'3 J.2 27 16 15 3C 1.3 
15 16 ,o-_u 13 lie 12 10 
17 2 }5 l J./, 1 ? 14 ·'-...,; 

1-3 

15 ·.5 
18,1 
J.L.8 
1lG8 
15.1 

AverH<es -----··.c.-.·---

\2:n.. 
15.7 
).1;.,7 
14.8 
15.2 • 

15.1 

The c:rverc.zes in t:·r.e 111 o::~ co:.'_;_-. m '\J"er<:-: o btc~ined ~::j' cx:clur'1ing tho yields of ·che 
v:!.nes vhich ·verc ~i e~· :· t::t.r.n '? O!.~ ''Ore th~.n ~5 ~l0'1..::.··1dx • 

The extremely h~.:;h yields i'r:1m A3, Bi:., c..nd B7 and tte extremely lou 
yi.slds f:c-om A7 7 D3, :u'd D5 P.rs obviousl:r not the effect of the tre:o:1·nent 
~rh1.ch is ~-3ing evnJuat~.J" ':1"18c"8 extrE."ilee :->.re prnoe.bly ce.u:>ed by incor~.'<"'Ct 
prt.l.:r:J.ng, rortal~ ty, o~~ r~cchcnical se7ero.ncc of a portion of the v:}.ne or 
sc···e nthcr incic'.o:Ttr:t:l. f:·.cto::.·,. 

In evaluc..tirg the da.ta, :is it ;~'e:;,~mi::.sible to Erbitrerily exiHude f:rom 
th·:1 renli~e.te aw)ra~:::·r: of DJ.2. trf.atments, the c.~.r.ta L·rm thop.e count vi:1es 1.•hi':!h 
yielded r·J.oro th~~n 25 'lounc'ls and those v~r\.ch yie] dec1. 1css than 10 ':'JOUnds? 

If n0t, is tl1cre a str9titoticnl device by Hhich the extremes to be 
0xc l_udod cou,_cl. '1-:le r1et::,rrr.:1..nuJ? 

ANSviER~ 
·----- In discardir,g date :':-om an experiment one shr;nld proceed tJith caution. If 
tho cx:noriracnter is o.1:)1c to exn~aJ.n the cxcessiviy lovl or high yields as clue to a 
~cif~.c ~' thc.:n the data ··1ay be o:rr'..i tted from the averages. If he trt.lly ~~nOTl§_ 
that a ~~c.~d,icular rdshap r.w.de one or rn.ore vines deviate considr}rably from the re
n.a.inder ~ thE'!n it vrculo he onJ.y a rr0.tt·.;r of comrr:.o!:t. sense to excluCle these. 

Frequently, tho reason for G~:tro)71.e c'l.cvit: tions is not knmm \ori th any degree 
of certuinty. In tb:i.a event,it is SUf\gGstoc1 the.t the so-cjled extreme deviates be 
rE.tainod in computing nveragc:s t:..nc~ the resuJ.+,ing a:'laJ.~rsis o£' vo.rio.nce. 'ihe re
searcher r"£tY have to contend 1-r:i. th the fnct that grape vino yieJ.ds arc apt to be 
quite Vftriable rmd thc.t unJ oss tho 6iff:;rences in treatEont yields 1:n·e o::tremo it 
1,rould ·i"Jo necessary to use marC: ro;.Jlica tcs ::n(l perhaps "lore vines per roplico.te. 

It r..ry be po~sibl.c to obtnin a measure of th0 a'~lount of ~~1.ochanicaJ. injury 
and the sovol~ity of -prtming. Dy the statistical technique l~nc•tm c.s cove.riance, 
it 1muJ.d be ~ossiblo to adjust vine yields to a connan intcnsi ty of pruning and 
nochanical injury. Notes on the last ti·TO characters could bo taken prior to 
ha:':"vesto Also, it rn&y be :possible to tal:c nct(s on :)runing intensity prior to 
th0 random selection of vines for yield. Tho vines 11hich vere too severely 
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QIJERY 3 cont 1 do 

pruned or \vh:Lch 11rerc not Dru.nod at &11 could be excluded from tho experiment 
prior to the app1ication of tho truatmcnts. This uould allow tho oxporimonto:c> 
tc use more homogonoous mat(;rial and hence obtain loss variable rosul ts. Any 
exclusion should bo ~~do prior t~ harvest. After the yields have boon 
obtained, or ovon after the grapes have sot on tho vines~ tho experimenter 
should procor3d Hi th caution in excluding certain grape vines from tho oxpori
Hcnt. 

F Y: fur the.!:' h.l'orrrw t."!.on on this p:r'-:: bJom tho 1.--h~i tor '..ruulc~ ·'ls.-vo to 
:~now mo:-. :_: ;_,1:-,JJ.t tho grC',;_JO vines under considcra tion n Hml8VGr l t is 3'J.g"30c+,L;c_ 

that tn,_; que.3-i·,ioner Hrite :=rofossor G.vJ. Sned.ocor, Ioua State CollegsJ Ames> 
IovJa, fer fu.cther info::ma ':.ion on the general suoj oct and vi th rege..rd to the 
last quostio::1~ 
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QUERY 4. 

l¥hat is the rule for rounding fiburcs in a table to be p~osonted in 
a j onrnal paper, and .: or the calculation of various statistics ? 

ANSWER .. ~G--.~~ ~~~-~·&.~ .. 
Thoro is no sot rule for tho rounding of fig-J.ros 1\ Hm·ICVOr 1 o!!o may 

consult suer refcrcn:-os cl.S G .. w, Sncdocor, SCA.f.istinE<l :t'[c-'~hcC.s~ fjOCtio~·L 5.5~-
1946, a:td ~i'. Ya tos , '7o1e D•.:i" ig:. and Ana1ysis .:: ::: ::..cLoriaJ. E.:qJ(.)J' ::ira:.J:Tt.s) .t=··1.gc. 
11, Im;?or.i.a.l Bureau of 2o-i.}_ Sc-, 1 Toch.,Comme r:!:),.-3;-, 1937, in for-;n;.Ilat·i-~'!g r11L·s 
-Jf wocodu: ·e to follovl. 

In general two or th~ee significant figures~are ~ll that need to be 
retained if the coefficie:J.t of vnrie. tlon ( c <li'.) j_s over say seven per cent J 

three ii' the c .v. is not less then .3~4 per cent, and nore than J fig :~res if' 
the obse:::·vations are mea~:ured so accurat3ly ·chat the c ,y. :'i.s l'?~s th2:.a 3 p-3r 
::::ent;) .A:L.JL', t.he mean slDi.:J..d ··.:'3'~c:.l1y b•' core w~. to one r:,o:~_·e flg::...re t.~:11~:r. the 
unit of ob3erva tion~ a1 ti1J)t:.g~l .J:-,r large so.mp:.as TI'.arE. sig:"lj_flcant f:i_g:..L~es 
should be :Lncludedc The t-ltA.nda::-d error ::>f a rr.ean should be of the sa:-1.e order 
of mo.gni tude as the m3an, i "c. lf the Tiean is tJarried to 2 decimal plrLces 
then so should the standard error of a met:>.n., 

Snedecor sta tr-:s "that al t.r.lo·J.gh ru~.es could bo ctcvisod for carrying out 
cork in co:rnputa tior.s" !lthoy uo:.:tld have to be discm.·ded promntly when n -vrhoJ.c 
series of calculat:ions" aro made. 

The usual rul0 for rounding flgures is to round to the next oven nurr.bor ,, 
For exo.mplo, 1.35 wCJuld b:; rounded to 1.4 and 1.45 t.o the same figure, 1.4 • 
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QUERY 5. 
In trueness to type studies r,Jadc by certain orgo.niza tions, it is desir

able to test seed stocks £'or genetic vo.ria tion and mixtures. Often the sam
ples vary from 50 to 200 or more sGeds. 

Is there any basis £'·)r detcrT'lining how many seeds (ass1.mdng aJJaost 
e;omplcte germination) to include of any one seed source or stock, in order to 
obtain a representative sampling of thG population involved? 

JJ::SWI::R. 

'Ihe ans-vrer to such a qne~.r depends upon several things • First of all, 
uhat r:ercentage of mixtures or pJ_ants of dif£'erent types is allovrable, .1%, 
1%, 5%, 10%? Also would there be interest in ascertaining genetic variation 
in a character affected by 1, 2, or 3 factors and segregating in ... 3:1, 15sl 
or 63gl ratios? 

In tbe most practict:'.l Dspects of this query, the orr.anization uill pre
sumo.bly be interested only in lmo-vring if the seed stock might be consir:ered 
r~~la.tively true to type vri th :i.ess than 5 to 10 ?Cr cent of offtypes, regardless 
of nnture. In this case set p = fraction of 0efectives allmm.ble and q =1-p 
= frc,ction of non-defectives. Then the term, qn from t.be binomial expansion 

(p + q)n 
gives the probability of selecting a's[>J)lple vJith only non-c1efectives and n mEJy 
be determined large enough so that one might be relatively certain of including 
some of the mixtures j_f such cxis ts in tho sample • 

For example, if 10 percent of defecti vos or offtypos are allo-vmble, 
p =0.1 and q = 1-p = 0.9. In a random sarnple of 50 seeds tho probability of 
obtaining no defectives is (0.9)50 = .0052 and in a sample of 40 seeds the 
probability of all t1~e or non-defectives is (0.9)40 = oOl48. Thus in either 
a sample of 40 or 50 seeds~ it is quite unlikely that a rrmdom sample of seeds 
-vmuld contain all nondefectives if thoro actually were 10% defectives in tho 
population. 

'Ito dec:: sian as to \.Jhother or not the sample is roprosontt>.tive ;ril1 bo 
determined by the mothocl of selecting tho original lot of 50 to 200 seeds or 
more. For cx:ample, suppose tho. t ton 100-pound sacks of seed repro sent tho sood 
fou:rco. Five of tho sacks may contain mixtures and the other five may be 
relatively pure. If the method of tr.Jdng tho original sample is to seloct a 
300 seed sample from one of tho sacks at random, then the probability of 
choosing a relatively pure ·sack is one -half. Thus the mo thod of choosing the 
seed sample needs to be such as to give a roprescnto.tivo seed sample~ 
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QUERY ~. 

In tho conduct of gorr~nation oxpor~ncnts on 4 lots of 100 seeds each, 
:i.t has boon found that in some instances 3 of tho 4 lots arc -vrlthin tho 
usual range or latit-c:.d:; but the fourth is outside. Should one repeat the 
series or discard tho loH one? 

l..NSI-JER • 

In gorminetion experiments tho experimenter 1..Jill usuc.lly hnvo some 
ic1oa of the vorir:tion expected for a series of 4 germination tests on a lot of 
sGcd. His conceived idea of range is something of e.n average, probably tho 
modo. The c-cporimontal J.rul tcrial 1...rill yield ranges that va"I"J around this 
avc:c-~:.go latitude. It is qui to doubtful that tho questioner -vrould uish to dis
card a series t{la t uas too uniform, so vrh:r should he vrish to discard a series 
that is a Ji ttlo mOl"o varic.ble than average unless he has dcfini tc knowlvClgo 
that some external condition or event caused one germinntion test to be louor? 
In the event that some external ov·:::mt has c::msod tho low gcrmino.tion then it 
vJOuld be 1.Jiso to exclude tho observation. In cnso of doubt repeat the series 
and avoro.go the results. 

Tho idea of discc~rding "divergent" samples probably d~:,tcs back to the 
techniques used in some college laborn tory courses. Tho so-cr.llcd di vorgcnt 
observation ~~y be tho correct one or it may be tho one that contributes tho 
correct a'Tiount to obtain a very close estimate of tho true gorminr..tion pc:rccnt
agc in the seed stock being tested. In any event tho r..vcrago of tho 4 seed 
gormination tests (under compnrnblo conditions) yields en unbinsod estimate of 
tho truo germination porcontngo. 

In somo cases tho 4 soed lots arc germinated at the same time and loca
tion. It ma.y be -vJell to point out that as far as germination conditions are 
concerned there is only one replication. Also, if the seed sample has been 
taken a.s one single sample then there is also one replication on seed sampling 
regardless of how many subsamples are teRen from the single sample~ 
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QUERY 7. 

In vie\..r of ihe apparent differences in growth nnd biochemical processes 
between varieties &nd betvreer.. species of plants, whr..t £llii variety could be 
chosen to rne.ke studies on photosynthesis, hormone action, etc? Is there e.ny 
solution to the problem ahrays encountered that results obtained with one var
iety cr one species cannot he applied to other varieties and species? Do you 
think that there is any possibility of plant researchers concentrating on one 
t~"T'e, such r..s has boon done in animal Harm ·"r.i. th the whi to rat? 

Tho answer to tho various questions may bo partially ans\..rored by con
sidering an oven raor: extrome case than thot cited in tho last question. Tho 
litcrr..ture on plant reection contains results obtained on a single plant or on 
J21E nts froM. g, single vn.rioty' then these rcsul ts vrere used by the au thor to 
gonoralize to tho species or even to the Hholo plant kingdom. Naturally there 
would be :mnny contradictions in tho literature on a particular subject, due to 
vc.riction among plants 1-d. thin a Vf'..riety and/or environment. Some experimenters 
app8.rcntly did not realize th:.:-~t e:ven though tho selected variety n:dglit.bo relc
tively homozygous for agronomic or othor charr..cters, it mny be extremely vari
able for ~~o character being studied and that the results obtained on one plant 
may be quito different from these·obtnined on another plant. If tho varioty 
or species vrere uniform t-ri th respect to tho studied character, t..rhich also did 
not react with tho environment, then tho rcsul ts from a single plant :rne.y be 
sufficient for generalizing to the species. This case would be extremely rare. 
The experimenter almost ahra;srs must contend with tho phenomenon of variat~.o~. 

In studying respiration cr tho like for a species it IIJ['.y be v-rell to 
select a few (us many as practical) phenotypically different varieties or sub
species r..nd to select a relatively lergo (50 to 200) munber of plants per 
vnriety. One could study then tho relative '1.-r.i. thin and between vc.ricty varia
tion. Tho study could be extended to several species. Then, if a general law 
oxj_sts for all spocios tho experimenter Hould hnvo indications of such. Tho 
results of tho experiment would indicate if tho species or ovon varieties 
v~riod with·rcgnrd to tho phenomenon under consideration. Tho sample of plants 
would bo more diverse in nnture resulting in a considerably more substantial 
bt'.sis for discussing such items as rospirc.tion, photosynthesis, etc. 

In designing an experiment for a study like tho one outlined above, it 
would be well to consult a statisticinn relative to the proper oxperimen~~l 
do sign • 
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nt.I:RY 8. 

A rc.nc~or'lizcC: hJoc!:s c~:::r;5.~,n of 2/. t.rcr:.t:-·.cnts in 3 rs;)lic('tc:s ir. to be 
usc<'!. Since thD o-~x ... :i.rccnt {ni·t.h -(,he oc.P~ tror'.t.r~cnts) i.s to ~.m co:1c'uctcd nt 
c'.:i.fl"crent Jocrtions U"? to sevcre.l n.ilen a:r(.ly, or in cliffcx·ont :vec.rs ~-t t1·e 
:,r.,.~c loc."ticn~ bnt on difforcnt pnrts of tbe C::'":"jCr:i.r.:'.entvJ. area, 

(j_) is it necessc.ry to ~,..crr.nc1or.5.ze f'o::· e:->cb. locction or yer:r? 
{:i.i) ls :it more advisc.blc? 
(iii) uhy? 

It 1.'."-'Y not be a~)solutcly nocessv.~:r, (btl.t it is nc'visc.i1le) to rcl"'nndor.l:i.ze 
t:1c c~':";)crincnt cr.c~-~ ·i.J.r'\C j_;:" t;1c hd;croeenoi ty !'.t tk; tiffcrcnt p}t"'cos is such 
P s to -proc1tlce e. rrn1.c1or;1 of'fect on tl1e trcr.t~·'.ont Jrielc1 c.11c1 if tl1e trc~ t!:!cnt 
yield is not ~.cl.verscly or bencficielly f'.ffcctot ~J nd.[h~)aring trec.tnonts. 
Sinco the e;":_)cri:rncntcr v.sncJ.l~· i.1n~ llttlG o-r· no ~:nmr~cc1_gc conccrn:i.ng tl,c tuo 
conoitions cf the )Jrccec1 ~.ng sentence, ho ':on7r '1c ;Jetter off' on t·:..c avcrc.r;e 
·w use c.. ne-t·! l'o.ncl.o!1'1izution of t!~c ccs~.r·;n :i"or crc[) rc )ctit:i.Ol'l o::" t~:w cxperir10nt. 
T:.,e resnltn of n group of c~:!'crir'lcnts oP. the sr'<.c oct of treat •ents arc ,-oro 
likc!._y to ~Jc uniJj.nscd ·:i.f <:l n~m rr-.mlo:niznt;_on ~-s nsccl er.ch till€. A}tc:~:.:lr,Uvely, 

the cxporincnter cou1 c1 nsc t.l:.e o[']'.1e ranc.or.1.i.znt:ton (unless tho m:peri~·<" nt '!as to 
be renee. ted a J.r.rr.c nur~l:>er of ti;·1Cs) if tJ.1e trcn tl;tcnt nu..:·,1b~~rc; 1 t.o 24- uo::-e - .... -
roc.sr.:lencd r nm-r tre~. t:.1cnt nuniJCr c. t rz·.nc1on c~.cl1 tir·1e tbe c:;~1Jor:i.r:1::·nt •.rrs 
rcpcate( ji tl.is rnicht ·orove r•orc troubJ.aso:1e the.n to r::rrm~otu?oe tl1E. orlgir..:--.1 
dc::d~-n Cr'.Cl.l t:i.ne. 

Furt..'l·wrr~ore, it ,1c..y be tos·!rc.hlc to nool tho rcrmJ.ts of se•mrnl cxpe:r:-1-
., n"""' (1·1h th :"S ~ ·;"a . c~ .,....,] ,. ...... ~ .., r 1·~ ~ .... ,. ~ ·'· , .-.1··i ~) • .. ., ,, • 1 ~~r-. .. c Vi:> •.• e et o rc .. scv .J. · .. _ ,Yr. •. r.J 01 or c -lier...,n"' _oc. __ .... on., ~n ... 1J.c~1 c •.. .., ... 

Cif:?er:mt rt·.nc1ord.zc. t; one s!1ouJ.c1 :)C 1;scd. · fr;r tho c:··;-,e,..ir.1Em'G n t the dH'i'crcnt 
nlc.cos in or(~cr to snticfy th~) th.:::Jo:t~cMcnl conc~:it:'.ons rcr:u.1.:rcd f(Jl' cor:bin:i.ng 
the results of r~.ndom sur:!:->les (sec G. 11. Sncdccor, .St.D.tist~.cn.ll'cthoCl.s, 1916) • 
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1ilould you comment on the factorial experinent for fertilizer trea tnents 
using ~-.. nf!}-vidual tree plots and on the analysis of data vii th regard to 

(i) f1tclTS in such e}.'}leriments 
(~.i) }i](eJ.ihood of errors in the field 
(J.:LJ.) :::eJection of eX]:Jerimental trees in a Tila ture orchard for an 

experiment to ~)e conducted over a four yee.r period. 

The advantages and disadvantages of factorial ex;::>eriments have been con
sidered in detail by F.Yates, The Design and Analysis of Factorial Experiments, 
Imperial Dureau of Soil Science, Techni:Bl Communication No.35, 1937. 

The particular point on in~~vid~a~ tree plots has not been covered in 
the reference cited and therefore -vdll be discussed herein. The discussion 
refers to all types of experi:r,ents including the factorial o 

The genetic variation a.mong trees in an orchard nay be le.rge despite the 
fact that they li1c'1Y be asexuaJ.ly propagated. In some cas os the roots may be from 
a di~ferent strain than the tops and although the tops reprGsent cuttings from 
tho same tree tho root stocks nay he.ve ~)een o btainod from seedl5 ngs. 'The p0int 
is the.t the various trees in an orchard may be wriable due to genetic causes. 
Tho effect of the genetic var5.ation (and also environmental vc-rie.tion) on a 
troa tmont mean is inversely proportional to tho numbE::r of experimental troos used~ 
Thus, if only ono tree per plot wore gro-vm, the Hhclo of the genetic ve.riation 
would bo included uith tho difforonces among :?lots (see Powers, 1., Genetics 
27g 561, 1942). 'Iho mcporili1entor on oats, corn, etc. seldom if ovor uses 
incl.i vidual plant plots in r.ssossing trca trn.cnt differences.. Evon though those 
crops c-.re rruch loss expensive per plant, tho more plants are used, in orclor to 
lessen tho effects of genetic c:ivorsi ty on treatment responses. 

Single tree plots are undesirable for another reason , i.e., troos are 
apt to die, resulting in missing plots. AJ.so ,, variation may be increased duo to 
severo iiJCathor or disease conditions. Considering these effects, 1..Jhich aro 
beyond tho control of the o:zporimontor, it is suggos ted that single troo:Jlots bo 
avoided if possible. 

Single tree plots arc undesirable for B.nothor reason. In fertilizer 
trials, guard or border trues arc 1..1sually nocossary. Tho ratio of cxuorinental 
to §sl.W.rd trees is tho SF12llest for singJ.e treo plots; this is usually undesir
able. 

In a factorial m;:perimont all trees within a replicate are utilized in 
obtaining a trcatnent effect. Tho not result j_s that several trees ont,:or into 
each effect oven though tb.ere arc s:1.nglo tree plots. For example, suppose that 
16 = 24 f2.ctorial treatments are included in 6 random.i.zod blocks 1vi th single 
tree plots" In each replicate, 16 trees arc used in obtaining a treatment 
effect and in tho experiment 96 trees enter into tho moan treatment effect. 

For a factorial experiment tho effect of genetic or onvironment&l di
versity is nuninuzed and single tree plots arc not so undesirable because of 
this fact. Hm,rovor, the chance of losses or injury and the unfavorabJo ratio 
of mcpcrimcntal to guard trees arc features making single tree plots undesire.ble 
oven in factorial experiments. 
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In the selection of trees from e. mature orchard one should obviously 
not include trees which have boon injured in one way or another unless it is 
desired to make recomncndations for all trees both injured and not injured. 
Tho oxperimontor should have a roprcsontativc sa~plo of tho population about 
\.rhich he vrishcs to obtain estimates. Tho sample may be homogeneous or hetero
geneous depending upon tho pa:ont population postulated by tho experiiTDntor. 
Usually it is desired to make recommendations regarding certain fertilizer 
troatmonts on, say, apple trees. Recommendations ma.y bo made for a variety or 
for a species depending upon tho scope of tho investigations and tho magnitude 
of' tho variety by fertilizer interaction. The e:;-.rperimontal trees should be 
roprosontntive of tho apple tree population. If tho material is mBdc too homo
geneous, tho sample may not be rcprosontativo of tho population. Tho cxuori
montal natcrial should bo r'ladc as homogeneous as possible without sacrificing 
roprcsonte,tivoness • 
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C.UERY 10. 
'TI1e folloHing c.nnlyscs or variance &re fror.,_ .3 Jocf'.tions. 'I11o trca t: ~ents 

1:rerc the S[INC n t r.ll 3 ~)lrcec. 

Tree.tnents 
Replicates 
t:r-:-or 

Total 

Dcr;::..~ecs of :::'recclon. 
Locr> tion I Locc tion II 

9 
3 

27 

.39 

9 
4 

36 

Location J:II 

59 
r,nx'.t 5 s tho r1cthocl o·r compt:·U:ttion nnd 1)rcnl<::dmm of degrees of :1~ecr1 on 

for tho conbined .:-~n2lycis '? IIou Cloes one conpute n ler>.st significnnt cU':;:·ercncc 
for ·llnce or locntion !.lcrns, i .c. ',!ho:i:. is t~:o n in the for!:ull:t 

fi!ISUER. 
The follmd.ng is tbc hrcr.~cClmm of t;1e tokl degrees of' freedom for tho 

con.bincc. e.nc.lysis cf vcrif>.nce ~ 

Source of vo.rie t.iQn 
Total 

Degrees of freedom 
M-9 

Locations or places 
Replica tcs Hi th:Ln locf'. ticnn 
~reo. trnants 
Treatnents by locations 
Trec.tnents by replicc.tes ~ri thin Jocc,_t:i.ons 

2 
12 

9 
18 

108 

The totr..l sum of squares is obtc.ined 1~J squ[ld.ng all the :l. tens for tl1c 
3 ::Jh,_ces nnd subtr.:'cting off the gr['.nd totc.l sq'Lw.red divider~ by 150 = the 
nunbcr of i ter1S, or syuholicc.lJy, 

10 3 ri (''~ X )2 
" "" "' X:! - '-"'...:A:i . .ik = • • • ~ LJ ~ •• , -

j=l i=l k=l :LJ~C 150 

;.n-~cro j =1,2, •u,lO = trent:,.cnt. GU1Jscript~ i = 1,2,or 3 = the :nlnce subscript, 
nne k1= 1,2,3,1, at place I, k2= 1,2,3,!:.,5 nt .fl1o.ce II end k.3= 1,2,3,1~,5,6 at 
plncc III. 

'l'he location sur.! oi' sqtmrcs :i.n o:Jtr-.ined ns the s1rr:1 of the correction 
tcr}'lS i'cr the inc.i vidunl c:z:pcrir1cnts or the J ocr-.tion totals snut'.red Mvic1ed by 
tho mt!nber of' :i. tens nimu:; the overall correction terr:1, 

10 4 
( 2: i: X ): 
( j=l k=l ljk) 

40 + 

( 10 6 
L: r. 

( j=l k=l 
60 

x ••• 2 

150 • 
Tho replicPteo Hi thin Jocf>. tion sun of sc;t'trtres is obte.incd by e.dding 

the replicate sUJ,l o:;: sonnres fror.t the .3 indi vidur.l c.n...,_lyoeD. T'aiD sum of 
squr.res uill hf:vo 3 + 4 + 5 = 12 degrees of frecdor1. 

The tret'.tmer.~ ;;,m of squares is ol)tr,inoc1. fron tho st.tr.. of the sm~r,res 
rron the 10 trcr.tucut tokls diVided by 15 :;linus the overnll correction ·term, 
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{ 3 ri \2 3 ~i )2 { 3 ri 
xil0k~2 t l xiJJ~) ( 1: xi2k) I: L ( + (i=l + ••• + (i=l k=l 2 i=l k=l k=l - x ••• ---15 150 

The trot".t?:'ont 1.:>:;r l:cr.tion St'.:". o-J: Srtlrres (ui th lS deerees or freedom) 
is o0trinoc1 'J'f sunrinc -Ghe tror.tnent SUE of squnrcs fror~ the inciviCun.l rnn.l;rses 
to oiJtA~in C. tree. trent 1_,:Uihh~ lOC~'.tion SUD Of Sqtw.res (ui th 2:7 oeerees Of fl'CC"" 
c.'on) r>nc~. then subtrc.cting out the troc.tJ~c11t sur.~ of rx:UD.res {'ri th 9 de?'ocs of 
frccr"on) o1,)tc.incd in the )recoc~.ing ~c.rngrC'..ph. 

Tl"'e trcn tr.,cnt by rc;1licr. to "!.r:t thin locr-. tions ::mr:: of S(fU['rco FD.y iJC 

o ~tnined by .strr'J-:inr tl1e cr-.cor ou:n of sc:uc.rcs for the 3 places t.-d. th 2:7 + 36 + 1~5 
= 100 c1or;rees of freodon. 

As a ~')artircl check ·~10 stu·:~. of the r-.bove SU'1S of GC]V.2ros should ec;u_.-~1 
the tokl sun of ::K1unros. 

The seconc1 c~uest.ion: ·~~mr docf; onco co;·qute a le:::st significc.nt di?fcr ... 
once for pJ~·ce or loco.tion ccc.ns''? r.l.i.':ht i.:x; c-.:1s~rerccl ~d~1 the question:: ''\.flJY 
\ronlcl one ever vn'.nt to C:o ouch :-> thing?u 

Eoucvor it is poss::!Jlo to cor~rute r- lel:'.st dc:nificnnt Cliffcrenco (1.s.Cl.-) 
rclr- ti vs to ccrkin h;<lpothoso;i, for plcco !lec.nn • Under the hypothods tJ1c.t the 
trec.i::Je.cnts in t!1e e:·pcrir:cnt represent the sole trcntnent r.1erns of interest, 
then the :"p-.n·o'1ri:-: tc or-.cor for tos ting tho r'if.'ferenccs x;:.ong locn t.ion r:e.r· ns 
~,roulcl iJC the rC})licr.tcs Hi ·Udn J ocr_ tions nenn sqw.re lrit.h 12 <'legrccs of frecdor'• 
'TI1C l.s .d. under ·chis h;t;r~othcsj.s fr)r Vlc cif::'ercncc ~JC t1JDCD t11C T.1C['.l1S of 1ocf-'
tionc I [1.11(1. II uoulc be 

t .osl Rep oHi tl~:i.n 1.0Ci' t:!.onn . '.CC'.n SC~U1".re < 1 + _1T~ 
(4o 50 ) 

cndcr tho h;yrotJ.1cs:i.s th~t tl'.o roplicr-.tes e.t -;::1e loc.r.-;:.io:0.G ~rere not n 
s:::·ll)J.e c:2 ·l1~o rc·-Jlicr ·i;.m:; ·:it'.t ~rerc' -;:.he onJ~,r rc:)lic[' tee o;~ int.orcst, then the r;-,pro
Y):!.~ir.tc crrcr !'oren sr:Pr:rc • .. •ot~l__d ~"Je tl-:.o trcntncnts b;,r J.ocrtion ::,or.n sqnr.rc. Po•.rovor, 
o:--'.C !<:y be only L~tcror:tet~ (th~-~ ":JOtl1d ccrt.'1lnly 'Je Q tJ.n~.Qt'!.O s~.tl1.:".tion) in the 
::_x::t•ti.ct~l~.:.:- roplic['_teo ten( tj·c~:tnc:.ntc included in the test, i.ea,-Gh:::.se ont5.tles 
rc:-~n~cscnt ti1 c ~JhGlc c.:.· t::c ~·o·~-:lt'.l<.'G:!.on. In this c;·.ne, t21c error :.~cr>.n Sf!r>.nre for 
ton :J.nc tl,,: (iffcr;;ncos r:·'on~ }ocntion r'cr-nc uoul(1 be the troatr::::mto b'J ropli-
ce. tee •.ri thln ·:"'1t'CG i'Or·n r.c~11L'.rc. 

20)' oxce1 lGnt rF.scl:cdom: or tl1 b tor)ic conn,lt G.~I. Sncc1cco:r' n 
'St· t~.:_ ticc.l :1cthofs ",c>c.ptor :u,1~I6, or 'i. .A.- Finhcr's 11T11e Design of &-:-:Jcrj_
L'cnts " 9 ccction 65, lSl-.2. 

The e:;:peri;.,_cntcr shcnlc'_ not 7.x;cor'.c com''v.sod i~r tl1e dL':'fcrcnce in 
nu:-chcrs f':0 the Cifi'crent loc['_t:i..ons c:incc 5 n this co.Ae they 0.ro 2ll p:-:-o·Jort:i o!l£'_1, 
Thns t,;·,crc :l_s no nccc1 fo,.. co!TJtl'liing the r.n0.lycis of vcr5.<.nce by tl1o ''ncthod of 
·ii·l'·tilll'l' cone-t..,"'ts" Cl' tl-,c, r~.,,-~.,,od oJ• HOiry1·+nd "'!"ltl"rGS of :'C'>n""" (see C"nror1occr 
-- J ~ -L t;:) II ".- "' - _., " ~ l.tJ • • I ' --[.;··· V'i...J' • ,;:; ..... ~ .(. i • ~ • (- ..., u """" ~- ' 

r,- .'" StC'.th;U.c~cl ; ·cthods, ch.J 1,191:6), s5.nco ·:.:.he B~:1e rumJ.t.s H:1.~.l be obt,n_i:!'Joc! 
1pJ ·~hc[;e C"J~r~lyses f.'.S uc.s o ~y(;:- :!.nee~ C.~)()VS. 

~ .......... -~--------
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QUERY 11. 
Ten fertilizer treatments, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J, were 

tested in 4 randomized complete blocks on cabbage in the following arrangement 
of plotsg 

li: G I J . A D. E · B 

'J'} e replicate \Ias divided into t"~om parts across all fertilizer plots. Then,at 
rnncl.ol:l, two applications of DDT dusting (none and dusting) "\orere made, at random, 
to the tHo halves of the plots, thus 

[ ___ _ ----------------------~ 
No dust 

- - - - -Diist -
~----------------------------------~ 

Is there any way to ~alculate the interaction of fertilizers treat
r,1ents and applications of DDT dust? 

A}JSV.iERo 
In an experiment such as the above there are 4 replicates each for 

fertilizer treatments and ~ust applications. The design differs from a split 
plot in that tho application of DDT dust is made in a systematic manner over 
all whole plots of fertilizer treatment plots. Such an arrangement does not 
affect the estimation of the interaction of fertilizer treatments and dusting 
applications o 'I'he interaction is estimated "loTi th the greatest precision • 

Tho breaJ.::dmm of the total degrees of freedom, with arrows showing 
the oairs of mean squares to use in making F tests, followsg 

Source of variation 
Replicates 
Fertilizer trea~~nts 
Reps x Fort o tr • 
DDT applications 
DDT applications x reps. 
Fert.troatmcnts x DDT appl. 
Fcrt.tr.x DDT appl,X re:tJS• 

Total 

Degrees of freedom 
3 
9 '} 

27 
11 
3. 
9 ') 

27 

79 
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QUERY 12. 
An experiment was conducted on 4 .fertility levels, A,B,C,and D and 

4 levels of plant populations, a,b,c,and d. !he crop was S\oreet corn. !he 
following .field arrangement of a 4 x 4 latin square with tho split plots 
ordered in each colunm was used. 

A 

; c b. d' a 

- .. ~.-... \ B' l . I 
I ' ' 

.. · h c. a· d I . 

. ' 
l D; 
I a a,~ c 

. I c 
I 

1 d a.~ b 
t · I 

0 B D 

A D c 

------B c A 

D A B 

The remaining columns are likewise subdivided but loTi th a different randomiza ticn. 

What is the analysis, taking into consideration the latin square 
arrangement of the split or sub plots? 

ANSWER. The analysis for this design is more easily understood if the columns 
are considered singly. The analysis of varimce degrees of freedom .for one 
column:laa 

Source of variation 
Whole plots 
Order in whole plots 
.~ong population levels 
Error · 
Total 

d.£. 
3 

3 
3 
6 

15 
The breakdown of tho degrees of .freedom for the other col~ are 

obtained similarly. 

The combined analysis of varianceswould be the .following& 

Sources of variation 
Columns 
Among whole plots in columns 

Rows · 
Fert.lovels 
Error 

Among population levels in cols. 
Population levels 
Pop.levols x .fert.levels 

Among orders within columns 
Error in coltUm'lS 
Total 

~ 
3 

12{= 4x3) 
3 
3 
6 

12{= 4x3) 
3 
9 

12(= 4x3) 
24(:: 4x6) 

63 
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QUERY 1.3. 

plcto 
totnl 
ycarsg 

Four fertilize:::- treatments on peas were tested in .3 randomized com
blocks in 1946 and in 4 blocks in- 1948. The: follm-1ing broakdovm of tho 
degrees of freedom and sums of squares ~:as obtained for the individual 

1946 1048 
Source of variation g.f. ~ d.f./ s.s. 
Replicates 2 A 3-- G-
Troatmcnts .3 B .3 H 
F,rror = P..eps .x tr. _. __________ _§. ___ _.9 _____ -------9 --~-~-
Total 11 D 15 J 
Corr·?_Q.:!!:l-_q.!Lfo:r:J!l'?31L ~-·--· .. --1 E __ ,_1 __ ·- K _ 
Total u.ncori'CCtcd 8oS 0 12 F 16 L 

What is tho combined analysis of vari!'..nce with regard to b:con}-:dmm 
of dozrcos of freedom? Hm.,r arc the sums of squares for years and treatment by 
yoo.rs interaction calculated? 

N~SWER. 
Despite tho fact that different numbers of replicates for treatments 

aro nsod in tho two yoars, thoro is li ttlo diffi~ul ty in obto.ining tho combined 
an[~.lysis o Tho number of trca tmon-1;; plots arc proportional in tho t\.m years, 
i.o.thcro are .3 plots of each treatment in 1946 and 4 in 1943. 

Tho correction for the moan for year 191-:-6 is 

E = (t.otnl yio:d of cJ.l 12 olots) 2 

12 = to~~l no.of plots 
Tho uncorrected stun of squares (F) is tho sum of squares of tho 12 plot 

yields. Tho corrected sum of squar:s is 
D = F - E 

In computine tho sum o-: squares for the combined nnaJysis a now corroc· · 
ti.on for tho mc)an is roquirod. It is the total of all 23 plot yields squr.rod 
divided by tho tow.l number of )lots or 

H = (total of 23 plot yields) 2 

23 
'Iho sum of squares for years is 

E+K-M 

In obt.aininn; tho sum of squaros for tho yGar by treatment intcractio~1 1 
the trca tnont smn of squares ova:'.~ tho tuo yoc.rs is required. This is o btainod 
by S1..llmning tho sguaros of tho truntmont totr..ls anc divicling by .3 + 4 = 7 cr tho 
mmbcr of plot yields making up each total n::1d then subtrr.cting the corroction 
for tho overall motm, M. Denoting tho trcatncnt sum of squares by N, tho treat
mont by year interaction smn of squares is tho difference bctvroon the troo.tmont 
within years (B+H)and tho tr:.;atmont (N) suras of squares, 

B + H - N = treat. x yr. sum of squares, 

Tho combined anr.lysis of v.:1.rio.nco is 

Sour co of vnri.'J. tion 
Yoc,.rs -
Reps of..li thin yonrs 
Trcatncnts 
't'rontsox yrs. 

Rop.x tr.in years 
Total 
Co::~roc...:liQ.n_ for r.J.OL.n~---
Totnl uncorrected 

d.f. Stun of sguoros 
1 E+K-M 
5 A + G 
3 N 
3 B + H -N 

15 -- _Q__-t__._I_, __ 
27 F+L-M 

, . ,_]_ ____ ._ .... M._ ___ _ 

28 F + L 



rDERY 14. 
Eight varieties of cabbage Here arranged in two 8 x 8 latin squares 

giving 16 replicates on varieties. The first 4 rovJS and the last 4 rovrs of a 
square vJere treated Hi th 4 levels of fertilizer (none = 0, 500 lbs .=L, 
1000 lbs o=H, 2000 lbs .=H) o Tho fertilizer levels i-~ere allotted to the rmvs at 
random. The following is the field arrangement of the first 8 x 8 latin square. 
The first row received no fertilizer, the second 5CO pounds, the third 2000 
pounds and the fourth ro1rr ree;ei ved 1000 pounds of fertilizer • 

• • 
0 • • • 0 

'0 0 0'000000 ooooooo 0 0 • ······:··r 
0 0 0 0 0 o O ·~ 

Hi • 
0 0 G . 0 o o 0 o o t> co a o<io o o 0 o e' 

M, • 
I 

o o o o olio o o • o o ooe o o o ooeo•••ooo~ 
' • • 

'0 0 Ot:>OO 0 0 0. 0 • 0 • ooo 0 • 0 0 0 ooo 0 • 0 •• 

1:1 ! • 
IO C. 0 0 0 0 •''0 0 OCIO 0 0 o ooooefo•1 

0 • ! 

The last 4 rovrs of t~q 8 x 8 la Un square are a second replicate of thn 4 1evo1s 
of fertilizer. The second 8 x 8 latin square is sit1ilarly divided into 2 repli
cates. Hou are the date. to be onalyzod to obtain the most information about the 
variety "jy~J fertilizer interaction? 

A complete answer cannot be ,given until more inforrna tion is available 
concerning tho disposition of v:1ric t:ios to the ve.rious fertilizer levnls. A 
~;m·ticl answer will be Given by quoting tho analysis 9;ivon by J:Iiss Gertrude H. 
CQX (unpublished class notes) for an 8 x 8 half plaid square of 4 varieties ;:md 
2_; troa tmon ts ~ 

S~stvmatic arrangGrnont of ,em 8 x 8 half plaic. square for four varieties and 
2_;:;= 8 treatments 

vl (1) 
. --------;,-·----p----··--'0"----"----~-.. -. _ ......... ~ .. --. ---r------. 

I , b abc ab c be a ac 

c I ab abc (1) b a.c a be v2 

\'4 a be b ac i a he (1) c ab 

v4 b nc a be c ab abc (1) 

vl abc (1) c ab a be b ac 

v2 'ab c (1) abc ac b be a 

v3 
, be a ac b (1) abc ah c 

v4 ac b be a ab c (1) abc 
·-·--« -. ... ---- _.,..__.,........._._~----~ 
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'.lhe 3ffects confounded are V'.AB, V' 'LC, and V'' fBC Hhere 

V' = -v1 -v2 + v3 + v4, 

= vl - v2 - v3 + v4, V'' 

V' I' = v+ - v2 + v3 - v4, 

AB = interaction of factors a and b, 

AC 

BC 

= 

= 
" 

" 

and vrhere the main effects and 
given by Yates (The Design and 
35, 1937). 

" " a and c, 

" " b and c, 

interactions of a 23 factorial are 
Analysis of Factorial Experiments, 

'rho analysis of variance for one 8 x 8 half plaid square is 

the seJ:J.e E.s 
Tech .Com:n oNo • 

Source of variation !2§lgrees of freedom 

Replicates 
Varieties 
Rep. x var. 

Colu.r~ 
Replicates 
Confounded effects (V 1AB,V' 'AC,V 11 1 BC) 
Reps. x confounded effects 

§ub_plots 
Treatments 

Variety x 

Error 
Total 

A 
B 
c 
AI3 
JC 
BC 
ABC 
t?:"eatment 
Var.x A 

II 
X B 

II X c 
" X AB 
II X AC 
11 

X :·?,C 
" X lillC 

7 
1 
3 
3 

7 
1 
3 
3 

49 
7 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

18 
3 
3 
3 
2' 
2' 
2' 
3 

24 
6-.3~-· 

The analysis of two 8 x 8 half plaid squares Hith tho S8.me effects con
founded in the second squares as in the firet is 
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QUERY 14 cont 1d. (3) 

Scurce of variation 
SquE.res 
Rovrs in squares 

Reps.in squares 
Varieties 
Vc..r. x square 
Var. x rcps.in square 

Columns in squares 
Reps.in squares 
Effects confounded 
Effects confounded x squares 
Rep. x effects confounded in 

Subplots in squares 
Treatments 
Troauncnts x squares 
Treatments x varieties 
Troa t • x var • x squares 
Error in squares 

Total 

Degrees of fr€oedom 

1i 
2 
3 
3 
6 

14 
2 
3 
3 

squares 6 
98 

7 
7 

18 
18 
48 

127 
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QU:SRY 15 o 

Tho follo-vring 
4 x 4 latin squ£re was 
random in the field): 

f5.eld desie;n of a 4 x 4 latin square supcdmj)osud on a 
made ( t.'-le arrangement is systematic here but -vras 

' I 

Coloi 
a~ b• ;d 

Col. II 
b c d a c 

Col.III. 
d a b 

---.---.-----r---:---r--,.-.......-

• 0 • 

ColoiV. 
d a b c 

6 6 • • • f 

Rm.r I ... L_.;..... . ...:...___;=---.;~ 
·~Rm-r II ! 

B' c 
0 • 

i D o I 

~~~~~~~--~----~·~·~ 

i 
I Row IIIi 0 

. • • 
A • 
• • 

rr 0 

0 

0 

B 
0 • 

p : t! 

.A .B 0 I 

• 0 • 1~~~~~--~~~--~--r----r----~---~-r--~ 0 

0 =r . c· • • • 
ll <A 

. . I Row IV 
• Bo 

---.- • 0 • ' -t-

The treatments a,b,c,and d in colUF~ I are laid out in a systematic 
~Rnncr over the plots containing varieties A,B,C,and Din colUFn I, i.e., 
treatment a continues across tho 4 rows of tho latin square containing the 
4 varieties, A, B, C, and D. Treatments a,b,c,and dare arranged so that vacl:t 
one occupies each of the 4 orders within the coluTil.JlS. 

\fun t is the breal<:dovm of the degrees of freedom in tho [malysis of 
variance for such a demign? 

Tho analysis of variance breakdown of the total degrees of froodr:lln 
follows: 

Source of v~criation Degrees o..f.fteodom 

Rmvs 3 
Col~ryns 3 
Varieties (A,B~C,D) 3 
Error for varieties 6 
Trontmonts (a,b,c,d) 3 
Orders (position in column) 3 
Error for treatments 6 
Interaction of varieties and treatments 9 
Remainder = error for i_nter.Q-_ctig.n_ _____ ~_ 27 

Total 63 

' 
i 


